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Bob Olshin INNERVISION "Bob Olshin is a powsrhouse!" Kathy Parsons, Wind and Wire



Al Jewer PRAIRIE PL.AIN SONG "lncredibly lovely and overflow¡ng w¡th sweel emot¡on" PJ B¡rosik



Glênn Stallcop DHEAMCATCHER "Earcatching musical dreams" H. Michael, conductot Phoenix Symphony Orchestra



Mark Sarno PASSAGES THROUGH AND BEYOND "We have a new Jan Hammerl" B¡ll Binkêlman, Wind and Wire



Miguel Balmacedâ THE SAN MIGUEL PHOJECT "lt blew my socks off!" James Taylor, Soundman, Palo Alto, CA



Stsve Cochrane



TO SEE IT MADE FEAL Best lndependent Artist of 1 996 Judy Markworth, Wind and Wirê



f¡itì



Al Jêwer and Christine lbach FEATHER ON THE WIND '"The most exquisitely peacetul music you may experience" Concepts lvlagazine



Cheryl Gun VANITY OF VENUS "Elêgant in ¡ts beauty, grace and pasê¡on" l\¡ichael N¡oryc, lvlatrix Promotions



Delli-Bovi and Kudzu REALI\¡ TWO "...guranteed to give rise to richly hue daydreams of epic proportions " PJ Birosik



Mitch and Espe PRAIRIES "A great album to drift with" New Age Voice



William Psnn LIVING IN THE NEXT GREAT ICE AGE CD est i¡AGNlFlQUEl" "Ce Daniel Finot, France 3 Fadio
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On the Wire........



Correspondence



............ page 3 ....... page 3



Genre Definitions, Part Three This issue-space music. page 4 The Best oft997 Our intrepid staff once again foists their opnions on you-as C-3P0 said, "Will this never end?" page 5 Artist Spotlight on Suzanne Ciani..... pioneers Kathy Parsons speaks in-depth with one of the of keyboard-based music in the industry. A Visit with David Hughes of T-Bass UK ....... page'8 Neil Leacy chats it up with a member of the European EM scene about what's right and whøt's wrong in the UK . page L0 A Conversation with Steve Roach Stu Daniels contínues his conversation with the desert dweller in this, the second part of a tvvo-parter. pagel2 The First Time Around Part Two of Ken Pedersen's article-This issue: in the studio ønd the recording of the final product. page 16 Music Reviews Wire Taps has bid us adieu, as now all reviews are rolled into one easy-to-read section. And you think we don't care about our readers! page27 Listening to the Past......... Dorje Ling. The Place Where The Black Stars Han& Wire We Here (beats me....do you know?)



Suzanne Ciani Page 5



Steve Roach



Page 10



Notes and Kudos Thanks to Suzanne Ciani, David Hughes, and Steve



Roach for their time.Thanks to Stu Daniels and Ken Pedersen for their contributions to this issue. Our apologies to Chris Spheeris, who Bill mistakenly. referred to as "Mark" in the fourth paragraph of the review of his CD Eros in the last issue. Thankfully, the rest of the review named him correctly ! No sooner do I introduce you to our new reviewer, Tim Miske, than I have to reintroduce him. Tim has legally changed his name to Mann Makula Hawks so that will be his byline now.



Wind and Wire Bill Binkelman, Editor and Publisher; Kathryn Heinze, Copy Editor; Chad Gould, David Hassell, Mann Makula Hawks, Neil Leacy, Judy Markworth, Kathy Parsons, Hannatr Shapero, Writers; Ken Pedersen, Stu Daniels, Contributors; Bill Binkelman, Layout; John Seaborn, Mac Support; Ellen Yarns and Barbara Gottfried, Keepers of the Faith; Shadow and Piaf, Mascots Extraordinaire Wind and llzire is published every other month by Bill Binkelman. Subscription rates are $20 yearly (U.S. tunds) for the U.S. and Canada, $30 overseas (U.S. funds only). All material @ Wind andWire.Wittenpermission to quote from reviews isn't needed if proper credit is given. In all other cases, prior permission from the publisher is needed to reproduce or reprint any other material from this publication. Please direct all advertising inquiries and promotional material, including music for review to:



Wind andlVire 3010 Hennepin Avenue South, #84 Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408 or to userid: [email protected]. (612) 824-3819



On The \üire



Not Enough Spøce Music, Some Friendly Competition, ønd Substance Over Style Thanks to all the readers who took the time and effort (and bought the stamp !) to send in their surveys from last issue. The responses were overwhelmingly positive. You gave me some great suggestions and ideas, as well. reporting on the results officially next



I'11 be



rssue.



magazine is re-emerging from the shadows, One thing that will never change, though, Supposedly, the new i/e wtll be bigger and is our passion for this music (a11 the genres). better, Those of you who are "net-worthy" We bring that passion to each and every page may want to keep a cyber-eye peeled for and we hope it shows. more news (drop in on the newsgroup Wind and Wire is not a flashy magazine rec.tnusíc.newage now and then. That's and probably never will be. We value conwhere I first read this announcement). tent and substance over style and image. Late V/hile it may seem odd to plug my rivals, in his life, my father stafed amagazine called I want you to know there are other sources FishingFacts (aboutfreshwaterfishing).He of musicinformationbesidesWindandWire. wrote "unprofessionally" (i.e. full of enthu'We can't possibly cover everything, so I en- siasm and from the perspective of an "amacourage you to ty Asterism or Exposé orboth teur" fisherman) and would frequently pubofthem.Allthreeofusshareacommongoal lish photos sent in by readers of fish they (exposure for the music we love) and the have caught. Those photos were seldom of



Some of you asked for more coverage of a particular kind of music-space music, ambient, tribal, Celtic. I wish I could publish a 100-page magazine so that I could feature more of every geffe in each issue of l4lind andWire. However, in addition to space limitations, anothêr factor that influences what we concenhate on is availability. Sometimes, same driving force is behind our efforts decentquality.But,Dad'smottowas"We're in a given cycle (two months) we just don't (we're all music fanatics!). So, grab those proudof ourfuzzypictures!" see a lot of a genre come our way. checkbooks, kids! Well, we're proud of our zealous reviews Here at the magazine we are constantly on We're approaching our first anniversary and unabashed enthusiasm about the music the lookout for new recordings. Personally, here at Wind and Wire.I hope you have all we love, If we sometimes come across as I am regularly looking on the Web for new seen the gradual improvements as we have crazed fans, it's because for the most part, artists (I just found two last month-Michael made. I appreciate all of your honest and di- that's what we are. Wind andWire wilTnever V/althius and Mike Simmons, both of whom rect feedback, both from the survey and in be a hipper than thou publication. privatecorrespondence. Yourcomments and Now, where is my Evian, dammit?! will be reviewed next issue), We try to "mix things up" and give you a suggestions have led to some significant collection of genres every issue-since our changes in the magazine.



readership has ver]¡ diverse tastes-but sometimes we wind up with more of one type of another; I think that over the course of a year, it evens out. If you think otherwise, drop me a line and let me know.



and less



Speaking of musical diversity,



I



want to



plug some of my "complimentary competitors" (as one of them refers to himself and his magazine). There are other publications out there that also report on some great music and they deserve your attention. Asterism is a magazine devoted to examining the areas of "Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Space Music." Jeff Berkwits is the editor and publisher and he is an astute observer and keen critic of space music, electronic music, and soundtracks.Asterism is ahighly



specialized publication with insightful reviews and some surprisingly notable interviews (recent artists included Aphex Twin and David Arkenstone). If your tastes run toward spacy and like-minded music, look



info Asterism. You can contact Jeff at ASTERISMSF @aol.com. Exposé, a quarterly magazine, has as its focus "Exploring the Boundaries of Rock." Editor and publisher Peter Thelen has a great crew of writers and reviewers. Each issue of Exposé (about 80 pages) is bursting with info/interviews/reviews covering everything from progressive rock (the '90s equivalent of groups likeYes and Gentle Giant) to electronic music labels like Spotted Peccary to ethno-tribaVambient artists like Roach and Obmana. The interviews are very in-depth and there are lots of reviews. Peter's email is [email protected]. Tlte Exposé website is at http ://www.geocities.comÆIollywood/



183l/expo-nl.html. For fans of electronic music, there have been some rumblings on the internetthati/e 2



Correspondence We love hearing from you. You can email us at: [email protected] or use snail mail to the following address:



Wind and Wire 3010 Hennepin Ave S, #84 Minneapolis MN 55408



Wind and Wire 3010 Hennepin Avenue South, #84



Minneapolis, Minnesota



55408
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Hi Bill:



Of course



Just had your November/December issue stuck under my nose, open at your "On the



'Wire"



column. Obviously



I did not express



myself clearly enough, and I thank you for pointing that out. Clearly the amount of money spent on a CD does not measure its worth, and I certainly did not mean to imply that. My intention was to point out that bringing out your own CD is now arelatively inexpensive process and there are a lot of people who are doing just that who would not have done so a few years ago. Some of these "basement artists", no doubt, will develop into the next



Yanni or Enya but, in the nature of things, most of them won't. The effect of this is to cteate a minor tidal wave of new releases, many of which of substandard quality (presumably you would not maintain that because a CD emerged from someone's basement it is necessarily good). This will tend to obscure those artists who actually do have something to offer and make it more difficult for them to get a break.



a



lot of the independent record-



ings yoü geÍ.are ofhigh quality and I agree that as such they are as worthy of your attention as any other high quality release. But those reveiwers who a¡e less dedicated or more time challenged than yourself may not get to them because they are buried deep in a pile of bland synthesizer tone poems. I also did not intend to appea.r cynical or prejudiced against "amateur"artists-after all every artist starts out as an amateur until they get their first check. In my experience, however, someone who has a genuine artistic vision is not that easily discouraged. I don't want to make too big a deal of this. I was asked to identify some changes in the New Age music market over the last ten years and that's one of the changes I saw (and the only negative one, I might add). It's a trend; on balance I don't feel it is a good onethat's just my opinion, I could be wrong. Either way I don't lose any sleep over it. Paul Scott



New World Music



"So, what the hell !;sapce music, anyway?"



A Highly Subjective list of Genre Deflrnitions This installment by Bill Binkelman



Part



III:



Space



IN MEMORIAM



Michael Hedges It is with deep regret that we report, as many may already know, that guitarist Michael Hedges has passed away. He was killed in a car accident in early December, Michael was one of the a¡tists who came to national attention during the birth of the 'Windham Hill label. Unlike founder Will Ackerman's sparse and impressionistic play: ing, Michael played his aocustic guitar in an all-out assault style, combining many different methods of producing music and rhythm to come up with a music form that was all his own. I had the pleasure of seeing him in concert many years ago (with Shadowfax) and am still amazed at the sounds he was able to coax out of that guitar of his. He had a wann and engaging stage manner as well, plus he occasionally sang which made him even more multi-dimensional. As the guitar becomes more pominent in new instrumental music, many youngerplayers owe a debt to Michael for paving the way for a bolder and more unconventional approach to playing the instrument. He will be sorely missed and his music will be cherished



by his many fans for years to come.



Music



Space music, as a term and possibly even as a geüe, is more or less the invention of Stephen Hill, host of Music FromThe Hea¡ts Of Space and head of the Hearts of Space



space of Jonn Serrie, or the almost friendly space of Geodesium, this music frequently



has space images on their CD covers and song titles that also conjure images of space



music label. While you can visittheir website and space travel. (http:llwww.hos.com) for lots of information In addition, another type of space music, about his view on the term, here is my take as Stephen addresses at his website and in on it. interviews, is music which "creates" space Space music can be seen in two ways. One, for the listener. This music is more about probably the more common approach, is that establishing an ambiance or evoking certain space music is meant to inspire thoughts of feelings for the listener. This type of space outer space and space travel. As such, much music is not bound by the conventions of of this type of space music is electronic in outer space imagery, electronic music instrunature. Whether the mysterious sensual space ments, or any other arbitrary measure. It of Meg Bowles, the haditional floating deep merely exists to heþ the listener audibly "ex-



tend" her or his own "virtual" space, possi-



bly for the purposes ofrelaxation or enlightenment.



This definition of space music enables many types of music not usually considered as "space music" in the traditional sense to placed in the categroy nonetheless e.g. some consider the music of Coyote Oldman to be space music, despite it's stylistic link to Native American music. The artistA Produce's music frequently bridges the gap between space and ambient in a way that his music is both and also neither.Even world music, e.g. the recent release by the duo Honoka, which is Japanese music, can be seen as space music in this sense. It's the listener's call. 3



Well, another year has slipped away from our bony fingers, so it's time once more for us to pause, reflect, take a look backwards, and flip a coin to select



The Best of 1997 By the Staff of V/ind and Wire First, a few well-chose words from your MANN MAKULA HAWKS beloved editor. Like a Mirror, Respond Like an This is a free form poll of the staff. Every- Reflect one can select as few or as many awards to Echo - AProduce (Trance Port) give out and in any categories she or he deems necessary. In addition (at least in the ORBscure Trax, the Rare Excursions case of yours truly) some recordings which the Orb (Island Promotional Disc) are technicaly 1996 releases were given consideration. Hey, it's an imperfect world (with almost perfect music, though). So, without Orblivion - the Orb (Island) further ado, here we go. 68 Million Shades - Spring Heel Jack (Island Independent - 1996) CHAD GOULD



Enter When Ready - Michael Salerno RealmTwo -Kudzu and Deane Delli-Bovi When Thunder Sleeps - Various Artists (Spotted Peccary Label)



KATHY PARSONS Live - Stzanne Ciani and the Wave (Seventh Wave)



Suzanne's first live album is a warm and wonderful overview of her career with some new songs written specifically for the group.



Coming from an ambient perspective, Orblivion was probably the best album- Catalogue of Desires, VoL 3, the Clear quite a solid effort from The Orb. For the White Variation - Loop Guru (Boxed set) (V/orld Domination) best new artist, I'd say Saul Stokes's album Washed In Mercury gets my vote. A Produce's ReÍlect Like A Mirror Respond



Like An Echo was the best reissue.



Cavern of Sirens - Steve Roach and Vidna Obmana (Projekt)



DAVID HASSELL



NEIL LEACY



Bestalbum of7997



Best Label:



Oxygene 7-13 - Jean Michel-Jarre Best re-issue or remastered album: Traveling Baclç,vqrds - The Nightcrawlers Best live or greatest hits: Sónar - Michel Huygen Best compilation: The Jubilee Edition - Klaus Schulze Best ethnic/tribal: On This Planet - Steve Roach Best ambient: Fissures - Robert Rich/Alio Die Best album cover: Or Mabinogi - Ceredwen Best vocal: The Book of Secrets - Loreena McKennitt Best techno: Big Men Cry - Banco de Gaia Best electronic music: Oxygene 7-13 - Jean Michel-Jane Best space music:



Discipline Global Mobile - putting music and artistic integrity first. Best Indeoendent Artist: Eirik Lie - on the darker, more thought-



Fluxus Quo - Grcg[(Iamt Best trend of 7997: The remastering of several classic electronic music masterpieces and the reissue of several albums that had been previously unavailable



4



Roots



-LaurieZ



(Zebra Productions)



Laurie's first solo piano album shows this composer/pianist's wide range of playing styles. Much of it was improvised in the studio, and no editing was done on any of the cuts. Excellent!



provoking side of contemporary musrc. Best Emerging Artist: Michael Thomas Berkley - Widescreen ambient compositions where musicianship comes to the fore. Best Liner Notes:



If Summer Had it's Ghosts - Bill Bruford Best Re-release: The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe



In the Arms of the Wind Robin Spielberg (North Star) An ensemble album (with Robin on piano) displaying Robin's warmth and optimistic nature.



Innervision - Bob Olshin (Innervision Music) The debut album of a very promising pianislcomposer. This one is definitely contemporary classical, although most of it is very accessible. A full range of emotions is conveyed in a variety ofsolo piano settings,



(BWE) (Original TV Soundtrack) Heard with the Sketches Kurt Bestor There is such a variety of music on this warmth of nostalgia but Robert Mellin works album that it almost sounds like a GOOD wonders with variations on a handful of compilation.



memorable themes.



.IUDY MARK\ryORTH Tribute -Yanni Cords - Synergy



Lakota Piano - Brulé One Holy Night - Red Nativity The Peacemaker (onginal soundftack) Hans Zimmer,.' Spirit Wind - David Arkenstone Upon a Midnight:ÇIeør - Jonn Serrie Reflections on a Decøde - Checkfield



Tribute - Yanni (Virgin) a very long string of "best of' albums, it's great to see Yanni back in action. And I do mean action! After a couple of drippy albums with one song indistinguishable from another, this one is back to Yanni's dynamic self. I still miss Charlie Bisharat in his band though!



After



-



(Continued on page 15)



Artist Spotlight



Riding rhe sevenrh v/ave wirh



SUZanne Ciani An In-Depth Interview by Kathy Parsons fornia to do some of my recording izes the magnitude of what you're agreeing even before I moved here. All of to, these musicians are actually recording artists in their ownright. Kalani What is it like working with your husband I knew through his work with after being independent for so many years? Actually it's a partnership that's very synerYanni. grstic. Joe is an entertainment attorney, so He's the only one who isn't actu- this qualifies him in a realm in which I am ally in Northern Caliþrnia now, absolutely not expert. We complement each other so well that way. He handles the busiright? Right, but he was born and grew ness aspects. I used to be a businesswoman, up here, so he fit right in! I met butl'mnotanymore. Michael Manring by going to a solo bass concert of his, which is pretty It must be kind of a relief. incredible. And so, slowly, I met all Yes, it's heaven! The other very special thing of these people, and Joe



coordinatedit.



[Anderson]



about Joe-the unexpected bonus-is that he has golden.ears! The g_uy is incredible! He was a musician when I met him, in a rock group, and I knew he loved music, but until



Willyoube able to tourwiththem? 'We've already got a tour in the we got into the studio, I didn't realize just works. We're going to Spain in howfinehistaste, sensibility,andtalentwere.



Suzanne



Ciani



March. We're really psyched! I've He's the only one who has ever acted as my been going to Spain for years-it producer. He produced Pianissimo II on tomay actually be my best market. was the first album that we'worked -lhat gether. I was workin g on Dream Suite when What aboutthe concertvideo? we met, but it never occurred to me to let They did a beautiful job on the him participate. On Pianissimo II,I needed video of the two concerts at the a producer in the control room since I was (courtesy of the artist) Herbst Theater [San Francisco 3/ out at the piano, and that's when we discov971. It was all recorded digitally. We're look- ered how well we work together.



Suzanne Ciani and the Wøve Live is your most recent album, your tenth, andyourfirstever live recording. Why did you decide to do a live album? Number one, I love live performance. Over the years, in my artistic evolution, I have moved away from electronics to acoustics,



starting wiÎh Pianissimo. Pertormance is a much more viable form of expression for me. In the old days, when I performed my electronic compositions, I had to go onstage with



this huge array of gear.



I always felt as if I



were sending the space shuttle up, and wondered if it would all come off. I get a lot of



enjoyment from playing acoustically without the threat of techno-madness. Also, it was fun for me to re-orchestrate some of the pieces that had been born in the electronic medium. That was exciting-to discover that I could take some of my favorite pieces and re-arrange them for this special group.



How did you put The Wave together? Actually I think that happened because I moved to Northern California and I began to meet some of the wonderful musicians here. It was an evolutionary process. Paul McCandless lives down the street from me, so that was the beginning. Previously, I had worked with Teja Bell on the History of My Heart album, so I had been coming to Cali-



ing at completing two different programsone for TV broadcast (we're in discussion with PBS), then we're also going to do a longer version for distribution on video that we'll offer in '98.



Arter hving and working in New York City



for nineteen years, you moved to the end of a dirt road. What was that like?



Well, I didn't miss New York even for a second! It was no hardship, believe me! It's stunning the difference-one minute I'm living Why.didyou startyour own record label? The reason we started Seventh Wave (we on Park Avenue in a building with a doorbeing my husband, Joe, and myself) is that I man and the whole New York scene, and the would have greater artistic freedom. I left the next minute I'm here in a completely isomajors over an artistic difference-they did lated environment, feeling very nurtured and not want me torecord Dream Suite. That was very happy, I think for me it was very much at the same meeting where they told me that a healthful change to be in the fresh air by they couldn't deal with an orchestral album. the sea; it was a spiritual change to be living They were saying, "And even Yanni wants in this natural arena. Also, there's an alignto do orchestra! He wants to do this silly ment now, because in New York I was a bit concert at The Acropolis !" \ùy'e laugh about like a fish out of water. Nobody listened to that!And, of course, DreamSuite wasnomi- the type of music that I made when I lived in nated for a Grammy. Having my own label New York. Nobody wanted to slow down. also allows me to support other artists that I believe in, so it's not just about me. I know So that really is kind of a Caliþrnia thingso well how difficult it is for an artist to feel it's not just a joke? supported in a major label environment. It Right! For me, I used to travel to The Caribcan be a dreadful experience, but who knows bean or to South America or wherever, and if it is commercially viable to be nice to the when I traveled, I took my inspiration and artists? This is our experiment. The most brought it back to New York. New York creimportant thing is to maintain ownership of ated a need in me to evoke this other place. your work-your master and your publish- Now I'm lucky in that I'm rightin the middle ing-and most of the majors don't allow you of it. I don't have to go to another place. For to do that. BMG owns five of my masters, years, I've been traveling to write my albums, and now I own five. I don't think one real- and all of a sudden Irealize I don't need to 5



go anywhere! Was your bout with cancer one of the reasons you moved out here?



Absolutely! That was when the signal came through loútl and clèar. I had wanted to leave New York, but there is such a magnetism to that city-especially when you've been there a long time. That [cancer] was the catalyst for cutting all the threads. I had a huge investment in New York. I had a million-dollar recording studio, I had a business that was ten ygars old and doing very, very well, so it was not easy to get out. I had a lot ofpeople that I cared about working for the business, and I didn't want to leave them all high and dry, but with the health reasons, it became non-negotiable for me. So yes, that had a lot to do with it.



them. I finished the album and went back to New York, and refused to follow up on this. You know, denial. I tried all of these alternative health approaches, and one day I asked the doctor, "Is there any chance that these potions will not make the tumor disappear? Should I approach conventional medicine as well?" He said "Yes!" so, after six months I went in and found out for sure that I had the big C.



That experience must have been life-chang-



demanding on the piano-as is "Love Song," So I think the complexity of something like "ButterIlies" could be because it was originally conceived for The Vy'ave. I don't know- I'm not as aware of these things as an outside observer would be. It is also different writing at the piano with the end product being the piano. rühen I was writing at the synthesizer for orchestration at the synth, I wasn't dealing with the sonority of the piano or using the piano as pianistically. So maybe it's more idiomatic for piano now.



ing. Yes, but in a very good way ! I really do think



that there is the yin and the yang to everything. On the other side of every loss or disaster, there is an equal and wonderful gift that comes with it. That's a nice thing to find



You were performing on the Buchla synthesizer around the same time Hannah Shapero wrote about in her three-part article. She said



the Buchla was not a performønce instrubut you did concerts with it. Do you want to comment on that? out. Yes. The early days of electronic musical I've noticed that some of your more recent instruments were quite different from what Now you're completely free of cancer? Yes, I was lucky in that it was discovered compositions feel much more classical and we'represented with today. I actually worked early. At the time, I was in LA recording complex. They ølso show you to be a very for Don Buchla, who was one of the origiHotel Luna.I had just come back from Italy, accomplishedpianist-more so thøn some of nators of the early electronic musical instruand had run out of a prescription. I was told your earlierwork. Is this a conscious change ments. He was on the west coast, and Bob Moog was on the east coast. I became inthat in order to refill the prescription, I would or part of a natural evolution? have to see a doctor. When you're record- I'm not aware of that, but I suppose that per- doctrinated in Don's philosophy very early ing, it takes up your whole life, so I really haps the truth is that I'm playing the piano on. I was a graduate student at UC Berkeley, resented having to see the doctor. I went and more. In New York I didn't really play the but spending all my time in this alternative they gave me amammogram, and they called piano, and a lot of the pieces were not writ- medium. Don believed his inst¡ument to be me a few days later and said, "You have a ten as piano pieces, but if I play something a performance instrument, and that's why it problem." I said, "That can't be." and ignored like "Tuscany" or "Go Gently," these are was made in a very compact form. The Moog



6



ment,



1



was huge! It was a great big thing with panels, and you had to reach with your arms. Don wanted his instrument to be portable, so he built it into a suitcase. My early Buchla was originally in five huge road cases, but as the technology improved, it was. able to be compacted down into two suitcases. I spent ten years of my life devoted to the live performance of the Buchla. That's how I came to NY-I was invited to play in an art gallery. I arrived pbout two months early because it took a lot of rehearsal to pull this kind of thing off. In those days everything was quadraphonic, so with Don's instrument, spatial location was very important, and the way the sound moved was one of the musical parameters that you dealt with, Other than that, it was a choreography of patches, twirling knobs and dials, and so forth, so a composition or a perfonnance resulted from how you set up the instrument. The instrument was modular and had various functions in



isolated units, and you patched them together so that one module would control another, and when you hit one key six things would happen, and when you hit another key four other things would happen. It was not a black and white keyboard. It was not conventional in any semblance, and people did not understand it! I would do concerts, and people



would say, "Vy'here is the sound coming from?" All they could think of was that there was a tape recorder inside. It took a leap of



faith that people just couldn't take to know that a machine was thinking; the machine itself was part of the interaction. The Buchla was actually the beginning of my claim to fame in New York because I came in with this very exotic piece of gear and quickly found an audience in the advertising industry. One of the first sounds I did was the Coca Cola pop and pour on the Buchla, and people were incredulous because I'd bring this piece



of equipment into the studio, and there was no keyboard. They'd say, "How do you play this thing? What do you do?" So it was kind of fun in a way.



dance with technology-for me that was What's next for you? Are you working on a what was fun!And now, I still use it, but it's new album? a tool. It's not for performing live. It has a Actually, I have begun writing. I'm working on what will probably not be a solo piano different use now. album, but I'm not sure what shape it's goSo during the years when you were doing ing to take. I hear other parts going on when electronic music, youweren't playing the pi- I'm writing, so I'm just kind of taking it as it comes. I'm happily composing here, and I've ano at all? No, I was not, So few people understood this pretty much decided to stay home to write medium, and I was a proselytizer. I thought, the next album. rùy'e'11 be going to Europe in "Okay, there is a gap here. I need to educate January for business pu{poses, and theAsian the people I work with and the public atlarge market has opened up for us. I have to say because they don't understand this." I felt that for us, the world market is equally if not very responsible for being a spokesperson more important than the US market. It's quite for what this was all about. I really did be- a different experience. The American marlieve at that time that that branch of techno- ket is very n¿urow and very pop-driven belogical expression was going to go on for- cause that's where the money is. The radio ever. Now I look back and see it as a little formats are programmed by two people and bubble, a blip, a time that began and ended, are very narrow. Of course, the other marbut back then I thought, everybody is going kets have their weaknesses and stlengths, too, to have a Buchla built into their homes. I but I think there is a much more caring interdesigned furniture with sequencers where action in the f,reld-much more personal inyou would sit in the furniture, and the sound teraction in the.foreign markets. So-called would dance around you. You would have new age music is a very tiny percentage of environmental synthesizers in each room! theAmerican market. We're hoping that with They would create ambientpatterns of beau- the narrowing of the market that the survivors will be the strong ones, and maybe it's tiful sound, but this didn't happen. not such a bad thing. We're doing well by the standards of the market, but it's still very Did you try to market that? I did. I actually prototyped the furniture, and tough. Independent distribution has had some it was kind of a silly thing, because I found huge set-backs in the past several years, so out that the most important thing about fur- it's a very, very tough business. The survival niture is how it fits on a truck, You have to rate is so low, and it's not a trivial thing to design backwards! I designed this furniture, put something out. It's a big thing. and it didn't fit on the t¡uck, so it couldn'tbe distributed! Then I had a company called The Do you have any plans to tour the US? Electronic Clothing Company. One of the When I get back from Spain next Spring, I partners in that company was Eventide plan to do a solo piano tour, and we're hopClockworks' Richard Factor. Richard was ing to coordinate the telecasts of the Live one of the electronic geniuses of the time, concert around these tour dates. We're hopand Eventide Clockworks did the first digi- ing to tour with The Wave as well. tal delay, among other things. I was thinking that electronics were going to be part of our everyday lives, and people would wear lightup clothing, but that didn't happen either! I do have a wonderful jacket that I bring out every Halloween! I also had a dress that I



wore in concert that was sound-sensitive. focused on electronic music Instead of lights, it had 10,000 LEDs, and it for so long, do you have any idea ofwhy you responded to the music I was playing. It was changed direction to almost exclusively a dream of mine to have this technology blended into the whole performance area, but acoustic music? This is something I try to understand my- it never became quite as elegant as I wanted. self. Electronic music had two pathways. I I mean, the dress weighed about two hunwas the proponent of the first pathway, which dred pounds! It had a control box and an was this kind of exotic alternative instrument umbilical cord that connected me to it. It had with a whole new freedom, a new vocabu- four distinct pathways that would combine lary, and new possibilities. It was very liber- into different patterns depending on which ating in a compositional sense. It was magi- channel was off or on, I originally wanted it cal to be a composer and to hear your ideas to be a MIDI dress controlled from a secoming to life right in front of you. When quencer, but it became a volume-sensitive you are writing for acoustic instruments, you dress, which worked very well. It had senare not in real time. You are writing, then sors on it, and it picked up the volume so you look for players, and it's another pro- that when there was a big crescendo, all the cess. I loved that immediacy of electronic lights would go on on the dress, and when music. First you had individuals like Bob the volume was soft, the lights would just Moog and Don Buchla, and then suddenly, sort of purr in this little pattern. It was musithe big companies moved in and it became a cally integrated. I have it on video, but I don't very commercial instrument-and much think it will be pulled out into usefulness more limited. Itbecame very black and white agarn. keyboard-oriented; it changed into a more user-friendly, less exotic thing. I loved the After being



so



I Suzanne Ciani



Discography Suzanne Ciani andThe Wave - Live!



(1997) Seventh Wave Pianissimo II (1995) Seventh rùy'ave Dream Suite (1994) Seventh Wave The Private Music of Suzanne Ciani (1992) Private Music Hotel Luna (1991) Private Music Pianissimo (1990) Private Music History of My Heart (1989) Private Music Neverland (1988) Private Music The Velocity of Love (1986) RCA Red Seal Current re-release on Seventh Vy'ave Seven Waves ( I 984) Atlantic RecordÆinnadar label Current re-release on Seventh Vy'ave
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In these days of solo artists, we discover that real bands still exist



A Ghat With David Hughes of T-Bass UK Interview by Neil Leacy



Thlking about EMMA. How do you feel about



playing live? I love it though initially it scared the willies



ffiK



out of me ! We gradually got used to the idea and started to enjoy it. Strangely enough,



what made the gig so enjoyable was what went on off stage. rù/e had some desperate problems with the equipment so instead of going on first we went on second and the whole event was delayed by an hour. In the dressing room 'we're all sitting nervously, David Hughes is the driving force behind T: It's something I do a lot. With "Network of waiting to go on. Steve then gave us a mediBass UK whose Infection of Time is one of the Hea¡t" [the most romantic track on the cal view of why we get nervous and all the the classidr electronic albums to hit the UK albuml we were looking for some ideas to butterflies disappeared immediately as we scene in recent years-full of tunes you can work around. I was introduced to Steve, thought "Oh right. It's to do with your autohum yet played with the power of a rock who's actually a medical doctor, and we hit nomic nervous system convincing yourbladit offimmediately. He completely lacks dis- der it's full when it isn't. That's why I want band. cipline (laughs) but brings in a wonderfully to go to the loo all the time." Listening to your albumfor the first time the inventivekind of chaos thatcomes up with a hqrd sound of Mark Shreeve came to mind, dozen different kind of ideas every minute So maybe a good ideafor bands is to keep a which you have to try and harness. In truttì doctor in tow when playing live! only more melodic. You'll notice on the album we use very few "Network' was an idea which he spent about (Laughs) Yeh. There was a couple of fluffs filtei sweeps. The sounds are all clean and a month working on, developing different and bum notes on stage but the audience digital. W'e didn'tuse any of the drum sounds lines using both his saxophones. It's a com- didn't seem to notice. The pleasure was accurrently in vogue and the programming was pleteþ unique track to me which I don'tthink tually having a band around us. We acted together, backing each other all done by hand. The bass lines are not parup. Again one thing I do feel is ticularly expressive but then I wanted keep wrong is one man on stage with a nice solid base to the music, a meffonomic all these machines, frequently feel. I've tried to stay away from the obviaccompanied by DAI backing, ously analogue, 'wangy' kind of clichedbass justplaying a lead melody line; sounds. I think by and large we succeeded. sometimes not oven that. With the likes of Air Sculpture or You're not keen on the retro-electronic sound Red Shift you can guarantee bandied qbout today then? it's all live-you could see People claim that analogue sounds were Mark Shreeve sweating bucknever fully explored twenty years ago. So ets with his big Moog system why are they still using samples of mellotrons getting all tempermental. and VCS3s? Technology has moved on and There's no miming, it's all modern synthesizers and instruments can IOOTo live. deliver a far greater range of sounds. It's a style of music from twenty years ago that Will the new album ( due March people are trying to recreate. It's very much 1998) be any greqt change up to them but we intend to plough our own furrow. frorn InÍection? I still find Infection refreshing and I am enormously proud of Do you think today's electronic rnusic focuses what we achieved. The trouble more on production than musical content? is we're stuck with second alI feel the biggest problem is that there's too bum syndrome. Going by the much of one man, stuck in a studio on his own, with the most sophisticated equipment we'll ever better. Something I'm enormously reviews The Infection of Time has done so you can think of and he hasn't got a clue. proud of. Another time we were stuck for a well that the second album has got to live up We'll get all and sundry in; Dave [Wilson] piece to play at the EMMA fElectronic Mu- to the first. And that is proving a difficult will come'round for a beer, Steve [Summers] sic and Musicians Associationl festival and emotional, psychological barrier of trying to will bring his saxophone with him and we'll Steve just said "I've got this idea." Literally do better, The main idea for the second alfive minutes l4ter we had this track to play bum is that I want to put the electronic back mess about with ideas. live at the gig just based on what he wanted in to electronic music. The album title is ,.,;, Generatorwhich gives very powerful images So you enjoy collaborating with other to do. in my head. And that's the sort of theme I people?



want... a very electrical album. But I don't want to say anymore than that, just yet.



people, and I very rnuilir Xrefer to put it out under aband name.Àdsonow T:Bass UK is properly regisûeredwirhthe national band



Originally you were known as Tranquility register, Bass. I sent a demo of the first cut of the album to



Ashley Franklin-highly respected Radio Derby



dj-and



he really liked the title track,



"The Infection of Time." By the time he played it on his show the cover had gone missing and all he had to go on was what was written on the tape, "Tranquility Bass," the original name of the album. He assumed that was the band name, read it out on the radio and it stuck. Why the name change to T-Bass UK? Three months after releasing the album we discovered there was or had been another band with the same name. We did some research and came to the conclusion that they were out of business, So we let it go. Then in 7997 we heard that AstralWerks had just signed abig deal withAmerican artists Tranquility Bass. After exchanging a few letters we agreed to change our name to T-Bass



You say " band. " Is't'ltúfut you intended it to be or is that how ffis evolved? To be honest the nanoams because I was a little bit chicken; scard. The likes of Ian Boddy may be;h own name but in confidence. I wa



get the resic was views I '.. (laughs) though I'm still wait{q,ftn delighted with the way the album,hastrørreceived and I'm quite happy to stiok wÍittùe name. So



equates into sales and when there's no airplay, there's no sales. We sell more by



word of mouth and good reviews than by radio play, in the UK at least. We sell more discs in Europe where the attitude to different types of music is more intelligent. As for



what's good about the UK EM scene? (Laughs) Well, we're in it!



The Infection of Time is available through Synth Music Direct and CD Services and there's more info at http : //www, us ers. globølne t.c o.ukl



-dhughesltbass.html T



finally, what's gaoddwhat's bad about



the current UK Eleatmb scene?



Well, it's still has a ruy low profile in the eye of the public givem.üat so many people listen to instrumentalsmic without ever realizing it. But I'rn.oprffistic as more instrumental electronic mrnÉE is getting into the



UK



to avoid any confusion. I think a band name is important but not as important as what you produce. At the worst too many bloody Infection... would have gone out under my the music gaining name. But then we're a band, a group of tance. Airplay is



r'!fiftt{



Airplay



, Sash, a seri-



usics,' That stoPs stream accep-



problem too.
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The Steve Roach Interview Part T'ñro of Two



by Stu Daniels



For over fifteen years, Steve Roach has been nies label. It covers 7982 to 1997. The pieces at the pioneering forefront of electronic mu- are laid out in chronological order with both sic exploration, Several of the more than discs ending with unreleased music. It's titled twenty albums Roach has released are con- Dreaming Now, Then and will be out the first sidered to be milestones in the genre. He is quarter of 1998. Celestial is also going to easily one of the most prolific artists in the release Quiet Music I and 3 on CD and combusiness, seemingly tapped into a never-end- bine it with the present Quiet Music for a ing creative stream that can flow with the double disc presentation of the full collecsubtle strength of ambient drifts, or rage with tion. the intensity of a tribaUambient didge & percussion sonic assault. After blazing his own How do you hook up with groups like trails for so long, Roach's influence on many Inlakesh and Ma-Ja-Le? of today's ambient music artists is undeniable. In Part One of this interview (Wind and Wir¿ issue



'We11,



originally it was the Roach motel, right



it just started to really wear on us. When we did the Suspended Memories projects, and some of those earhere. After a while



lier projects, we would have the whole thing going on here, sort of a three ring circus, day and night. On more recent projects, folks were staying at



a



nearby hotel, What's really



great now is that the house next door just started a bed and breakfast. There's a 700 square foot wing of the house in which some-



different floors and a



one could live quite easily There's three



deck that looks out on the desert, their own



#4) Roach discussed his recent release OnThis Planet. Here, in Part Two, is a look at the past,



completely private area with a pool. So



and a look into the future.



bejust



Do you look at your live perfornwnces as an opportunity to take people on a journey, or maybe some type of a rttual? Well, cefainly a journey and an



projects that are going



ongoing ritual for me. Like



it's really turned out to a fantastic ad-



dition to all



I



mentioned before, I see the concerts as a way to create an "opening" that I feel some humans crave to feel. The gathering of a group of people who are willing to go with me to the edge, so to speak, is really what feeds the



collective experience and imbues the music in some sort of alchemical way. "The Darker



the



onherenow. Theyjust set this thing up, and



since they've had it set up, we've probably booked thiry to fifty percent of their business. People arrive and literally walk next door.



Did they know that you were there and that you had the studio set up beþre they



opened their place (photo courtesy of the artist) Steve Roach up? Star" has an atmosphere that was carved from this type of gathering. One thing I met Inlakesh at a concert in Ann Arbor Well,awriterbythenameofStuartGellman for sure is that a high level of trust between where they opened for me. \Ve'd heard about had just recently bought the house with that the audience and myself is something that each other for quite a while because of our in mind because it's such a big house, and goes unspoken in most cases. For example, natural web of connections, didgeridoo in- all his children are grown and on their own, I frnd it incredible how, in a short span of terests, and people that they know in Santa Then, when we met him, and he mentioned time, we can gather in smoke and beer- Fe, where they live. We had never met until it, it was such a dream come true for us. That stained Shank Hall, and within a few hours, the night they opened for me at the Ann Ar- way we don't have to have people drive back feel the transformation take place. Again, the bor show. V/e hit it off like old friends after into town, and it really works out great. It power of sound and the willingnesss of open the concert. They had to remaster their makes for a really relaxed and focused sethearted souls to listen deep is what makes it Dreaming Gate CD, which just came out. ting-you can work for however many hours happen. With that combination, the venue One thing led to another, and they stopped a day and then go back to your private space, seems to disappear by the end of the night. I by in Tucson and checked out the studio, do whatever you want. You need that sort of have felt it occur around the world in a wide Roger King helped them remaster this other situation. Arecent guest to check in was Jorge array ofsettings. The process ofpresenting album, and we just talked about getting to- Reyes. We've been wanting to do something the music is vital for me and the evolution gether for four days and doing one ofthese on a duo level for a few years andjust now, marathon projects. So I helped them produce finally, the orbit is coming back around, putof the soundworlds I live in. the new CD. We also ended up doing a ting us together at the same time. twenty minutepiece together. Ma-Ja-Le and So, what are you working on right niw? Late last year I produced a project for Vir Unis opened for me in Milaukee and, in Where does he live? Inlakesh, and a new David Hudson fact, it was you who introduced us. One thing Mexico City. didgeridoo soundworld CD. I also recently led to another, and I was enlisted to help proHave you ever been down there, to visit him? completed the mix andproduction of the new duce their new-CD. Yes, I've been down there twice. Guadalajara Ma-Ja-LeAy'ir Unis CD. That will be out on the Oasis/lVlirage label later this year. I am Where do people stay when they visit you at as well. We did a concert down there in Guadalajara at the university as part of the currently preparing a2-CD retrospective of the Timeroom? ' .\ my work on the Fortuna/Celestial Harmo10



Latin American booksellers conference.



Well, thinking back, it's always justmeeting was a feeling of destiny in the ways I found like-minded people. I was workng at a small myself in situations that supported the muimport record store where I was living on sic. Everything was unfolding naturally from the outskirts of San Diego. That's where I one step to the next. Then I met up with these was first getting my earliest imports of the guys at this electronic music magazine in German electronic music and all the differ- L.4.. They were doing interviews and putting out all this information about the exploent European electronic groups. sion of this new music. They had Tangerine Dream on the cover at that time, and they What year was that, you remember? were interviewing Stockhausen and Robert That was in the mid-seventies. Moog, and I was right in the middle of all of that stuff with these guys in the magazine. Yeah, Iike '76, or so? Yep, exactly. '76 through about'79. So I was They were graduates of Cal Arts and had tearing open record boxes with that kind of worked with Harold Budd and Morton What year was thal? fervo¡ you know, wondering whatnew Klaus Subotnick, that whole crowd. I met up with I think it was '91. Schulze album was coming in this week, and them through this record store; one thing led Have you been doing live shows the entire that sort of thing, which was thrilling. to another, and I ended up moving to L.A. to time, or is this something you've justfocused Through that experience, I met people who work with these guys, and they kind of took were into the same kind of music. At that me in under their wing. I worked with them on within the last five or ten years, or so? I was actually playing live six months after I time, it was almost like a secret society or in a group called Moebius, more for the exmanaged to gather up all the tools to start something. You hooked up with people ex- perience than the music. The music was cut making this kind of music that I was so com- panding their horizons in different ways, and from the Kraftwerk kind of die. By the way, pelled to make. This was in 1978, and I still music was certainly a big part of it. It was I actually saw Kraftwerk on their first U.S. feel like I'm just opening up the lid on it at like you were meeting old füends. So I met concert tour in San Diego-I think it was in this moment. The kind of place that a live up with a guy who played saxophone, but he '75 or'76, the Autobahn tour. It was pretty setting takes me to was feeding the music in was playing really "out" music. V/e hit it off wild. They were wearing these bell bottoms such a way that it seemed so natural, imme- as friends, and he happened to be the man- that were about three inches too short for their diately, to get out, At that time of my first ager of this record store. At this point, I was Beatle boots, and they looked like these concert, I was deep into it, working with the already yearning to get out and to create some geeky Çerman guys who just got out of uniequipment constantly, developing a really kind of sonic ritual and start the whole pro- versity électronic music lab. They had all this basic vocabulary with it, but people were cess out in the world. He gave me the space absolutely raw, experimental equipment there. I think we had about fifty people in to do it in, and of course he sat in on some onstage. This was before the "Man-Machine" image they developed. The concert was in a the back of a record store in theater large enough for twelve to fifteen Pacific Beach, California. The hundred people, and there was probably no feeling after the concert \ryas remore than seventy-five to a hundred people ally no different than the feelthere, total. I don't even know why the coning after any concert these days. cert wasn't cancelled, but they went ahead It felt like there was an openand did it. In the end, the concert was amazing that occurred. The music ing. The revelaltion in the power of hearing was certainly a big part of that this music live was unforgettable. Again, opening-and the people's there were things happening that you just willingness to go on some kind couldn't believe, but they were real signposts of journey through sound. that the stuff was wanting to be heard, that When I did that gig twentythe music was going to be born in some way something years ago, the intenor another regardless of how commercially tion was absolutely the same successful it was at that time. There were cerfor both myself and the auditainly lots of people-unsung promoters and ence that knew there was gopeople who lost a lot of money probablying to be an electronic muslc (photo courtesy ofthe artist) putting this stuff through, helping to build concert. It's just that things the music to what it is today, which is cerhave progressed; the impact is greater and the threshold of what kind of pieces, There are actually some tapes of that tainly more visible. To complete this story, I sounds and sonic experiences we're all ready concert still floating around. When I toured have to add thatin 1993, Suspended Memoto go to is a lot higher because we've heard in Germany a few years ago, somebody ries [Roach, Jorge Reyes, and Suso Saiz] so much music through time. It's almost sur- brought the cassette to me to sign, from, I performed at an electronic music festival in real for me to think about that ñrst concert think it was 1978 or '79, my first concart Germany. Kraftwerk played the night before at this moment because I can still feel my- ever. There was a guy in San Diego who was in the same hall for a sold out crowd of self unloading the equipment out of the truck, recording every single concert of this kind around 3,000 people, The concert was the setting it up, doing the soundcheck. I can feel of music that went on, and he was trading full blown Kraftwerk experience, the "Manall the excitement, thebuilding of the energy, tapes with people all over the world, getting Machine" group membérs, incredible stage the people coming, which, to me, is some- live Tangerine Dream concerts from 1975, set, multiple video screens, and a sound systhing really special. Whenpeoplebring them- stufflike that. It was anamazingtime where tem you could hear and feel 20 miles away. selves to a place to hear this kind of music, you felt like you were really tapping into It was really something to transpose the two that feeds the music, and continues to feed it something that was so esoteric, but full of so concerts that were neaiy 2O years apart, toin many ways, even if I take a little time off much potential and so much energy, almost gethe¡ and feel the evolution. from going out in the world. like an echo from the future. I was hearing that echo in a way that said it would not re- So, whqt are your plans for the near future? How did you set up that concert in the back main such an esoteric thing in my lifetime. I I recently returned from Belgium where I was of the record store? Was that something that really could sense that this was the music of hiding out with Vidna Obmana to create our you worked out on your own, or did they ask my time. For me to first start playing music you to play there because they knew youwere directly on synthesizers, to have ÎJaatbe my instrument, it was like finding my path. There (continued on page 14) working on electronic music, or what? They had the different arts and so forth going on as part of that convention, and it was absolutely huge. People from all the Latinspeaking countries in the world were there atthis booksellers conference. We did a Suspended Memories concert there, then we went on to Mexico City where we played a few nights in this incredible outdoor place that really inspired t¡e music quite a bit, a volcanic ceremonial performance space. It is described in the liner notes to Suspended Memories-Forgotten Gods.
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Guest Article



The First Time Around The Making of My First CD - Part Two of Two I have arrived at Chicago Recording Stu- formance inspiration is. There's adrenaline, dio at 5:30 pm on August I 5 for the first of but its not the energy of the muse whisperthree six-hour recording sessions for my



first



CD,Walden, named afterthe bookby Henry David Thoreau. Each session is to be separated by one day off. Session one and two are planned for recording solo work, session three reserved for the duets I will be perform-



ing with guitarist Jeff Kust and cellist



Martine Benmann. I have never played in a recording studio, Studio Five has three recording areas of varying acoustical qualities. Recording engineer Konrad Strauss tries out a multitude of mic and piano placements while I play. After about ninety long minutes, we finally agree on a simple placement that grves amce balanced picture of the sound, Konrad has recommended using Schoep mics into Apogee 20-bit preamp convsrters. The output of the converters goes into a DAT machine, bypassing the converters in the DAL This approach is to yield a superior quality sound, giving better headroom and greater warmth than going straight to DAT. The studio is eerily quiet, like one would imagine in deep space, as if all sound has somehow been sucked out. It is somewhat



by Ken Pedersen the material might simply be a small section or a few bars of a particular piece. In most cases, we record at least one fresh full take of everything, and Konrad makes notes on



ing in my ear. I'm struckby the brute fact of the workbefore me. As I start playing in that first take, I find myself more consclous of how we covered the mandatory re-record notes,andlessfocusedonmusic.Whenlfin- sections from that. My tempo seem to be ish the first take, Konrad says from the con- consistent from one take to another, but I am trol room, "Nicely done." But upon audi- amazed at how different the coloring of the tioning the take I don't like it at all-it sounds piano sounds when compared to the prior mousy and careful. session. Konrad says I'm playing more reI'll struggle with this for the next four laxed today and he can hear it in the tone of hours. I'm playing the music accurately the piano. enough, but it feels like defensive playing. The takes from session two become the It is playing to not make mistakes. I' ve been base for most of the solo material on the CD. a rehearsal pianist and accompanist for vo- Moreover, later, during editing, I will find calists and have seen how the live perfor- myself choosing takes from one day's sesmance can sometimes take away a singer's slon or the other The color and tonality berange as they retreat into a safe zone, a com- tween the two sessions are usually just too petent zone, a studied zone. That's where I different to intermix. am now, but I'm pushing myself to break Session three was the most fun, playing over that edge, lnowing that once I get there duets with two outstanding, but very differmy music will sing itself. The sound vacuum ent musicians . Russian cellist Martine phenomenon breaks an essential feedback Benmann warms up slowly and deliberately. loop, stealing away the overtones and natu- We've rehearsed twice and she asks highly ral resonance. It feels like I am walking in detailed questions about my intent, makes good suggestions, and helps me refine the the dark. Around 10 pm, we hit a breakthrough. bowing. She dislikes the ideas of recording lVith just the slightest intensity change in his too many takes, and is distrustful of the idea eternally calm, neutral voice, Konrad scolds of editing-assembling a performance from me to "go for it" on multiple takes. As a result our session is in"Quiet Desperation." tense, but shof-about seventy-five minutes. During the take I feel There is a feeling of high stakes when we like I'm overplaying, play, but each performance of "IJncommon



but when we listen to Hour"-which



uses thematic material from



the take it's clear that Bach-is a musically interesting adventure this is the right direction



which was different every time.



topush. Thelastcouple Guitarist Jeff Kust has played with the ofhours ofthis session Chicago Symphony and is an experienced become more fun and session player. He is relaxed and businessrewarding. By the end like. "Waltz in the Woods" is probably the of the session, I wish we most fun and most diffrcultpiece on the disk. were continuing into the Jeff plays superbly. \Me do a few full takes night. I nail a take of and then start working our way through sec"DifferentDrummer" tion by section. During editing, two of the of the toughest full takes will serve as "base" takes and we -one pieces-from beginning edit in this 'cover' material where necessary. Finally the duets are completed, and I to end. Its 12:30 am and we spend an hour doing improvisations. I'm Konrad Strauss and Ken in the studio call it a night. tired, but also relaxed and just let the music (photo courtesy of Ken Pedersen) Athomethenext duy, flow out of me. While I don't need more I listen to the tapes and material, I'm hoping to find something spondistracting, and one result is that suddenly begin to make "take notes." I document ev- taneous that will complement the overall every small noise I've never noticed takes erything so I am clear on what must be re- "New Age Classical" feel of the composion enormous import. The piano bench recorded, and what would be nice to have a tions. At the end of the hour, I feel a finality creaks, the sustain pedal squeaks, the damp- second chance at. I mark up copies of the and satisfaction. It is nice to get to that speers fall to the strings louder than I've ever scores for Konrad. It is a laborious process cialplace ofjustplaying and expressing feelbecause its difficult to compare takes in de- ings of peace and repose. In the end, I use heard-or at least noticed-before. The stress of all the microphone audition- tail. I spend teqhours of my "day off'doing two of the improvs, which a¡e called "Perpetual Dawn" and "Behind the Farthest Star." ing already has me feeling slightly tired and this analysis Íind planning. Its 1 am at the end of session th¡ee and Session two is more surgical. We start by by the time we're actually ready to record, I'm not so much nervous, as somehow numb. "covering" thern4pdatory sections of themu- both Konrad and I are exhausted. Konrad I'm wondering where that moment of per- sic that must be re-reqorded. In some cases, was just a vast resourca to me like a guide



t2



taking me up the Northern face of Everest. One of the challenges of a self-produced CD is to hear yourself as objectively as possible during the recording process. Konrad really



lutions system, Trevor is able to manipulate



and this too is a busy



the digital information in a variety of ways



outcome, however,



time. Whatever



the



I'm already a winner. I've



using sophisticated cross-fading tools that been lucky to have a safe period of time to compose, the support of my family while I make most edits impossible to hear. The editing process is tedious. Trevor and did it, and terrific professionals with which served as my surrogate producer in the studio and his high musician standards, gentle I team up-me identifying the portions of to work. I am grateful to all of them. It has prodding, and encouragement were a great music to be used and their general edit points, been a roller coaster ride and not always a and he carrying out the magic of the edit, smooth or comfortable one, It was intense, asset. The final stage of the project is editing and choosing the best algorithms and the specific it was at times difficult, but overall, when I mastering. The day after session three, I point at which to make the cut. Overall, we think about doing it again, just one thing work through all the takes and organize my edit for about fourteen hours over three eve- comes to mind:



list. For my project, this is nings. After the editing is completed, we continue very detailed process. The amount of editing really comes down to how many lakes on to the final mastering steps. rüe identify there are, and in some cases I had twenty or the exact start points of each track, the ènd thirty takes of material. I listen to all of these point, the fade out strategies for each track, takes, arrive at the ones I like best and note as well as decide on the length of gaps between tracks. Once that is done, we audithem by measure and time marking. The next day I drive to Milwaukee in the tion, discuss and decide on the appropriate evening to meet with Trevor Sadler, Narada's processing and levels for each track. In the mastering engineer. Narada's offices are in case ofthis project, we use a variety ofdigia quaint former school building, crisp and tal reverb touches. My taste is to want bigNorthern European in appearance. We go to ger reverb spaces than Trevor, Ultimately, his mastering studio, a standard 10x10 of- after taking home the premaster CD and lisfice with sound proofing. His equipment is tening to it for several days, I eventually arfairly unassuming but of high quality-a rive at the same conclusion as Trevor's origiMacintosh running Sonic Solutions Audio nal recommendation and we do a new (this workstation, a tube compressor, a digital ef- time final) version of the premaster with less fects processor, and a DAT machine a¡e the reverb. Trevor demonstrated great patience and musicality in his approach to the matemain equipment. \ile begin by loading takes into the com- rial. I can see why many Narada recordings puter system, using an analog process of are highly regarded technically. Of course, the writing and recording of the passing the sound th¡ough the tube compressor and then sampling the result back into CD is just half the story-the other half is digital form-again using 20-bit Apogee the marketing and sales side. I'm in the converters. Once captured in the Sonic So- middle of executing my marketing plan now, notes into an edit a



Walden



II.



Vy'eb sites:



Chicago Recording Company Studio 5: tr. int e rac c e s s. c o m/ s tudio s / main studía S.html ww



Trevor Sadler's mastering home page: mixw e b. c om llly y ll/fømily / tr e v h Ken Pedersen's WALDEN CD home page: w w w.n etc om. c oml -kp e der s e/w øl.de n. htm Email: KenPedersen - [email protected] w w w.



Trevor Sadler, mastering



engineer:



[email protected]



Konrad Strauss, recording and mastering engineer



:



[email protected]



Article @ 1997 by Ken Pedersen
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SteveRoach



frompage



11



next chapter of music together. This is complete and ready to go later this year. Pretty soon, Patrick O'Hearn will return to the



Jp jffiffiA$ "A å,eæufff¿¡l ËÐ,* $¡T¡sff?.2



fsr*Pli



lö.ü, l^çi'¡rel



å Âccessí&$e teiåíc*'** .



Ëi;rui{ l4r¡iâr¡rð,



Timeroom to complete our collabration.



I



have anew collaboration with Chicago-based



soundsculpter, VirUnis, inthe works, which ahigh dose ofdense, evolving soundworlds and cybergrooves. And, get ready for something a bit different on the next release, which is called Dust to Dust, with guitarist Roger King. The feeling is about is leaning toward



ghost towns and lost but not-so-forgotten souls who heard the call to "go west" on long train rides and lonely horsebackjourneys, I play harmonica on a lot of tracks. Roger, who is a native of Tucson, brings years of the desert feeling to his guitars. Ofcourse, all of this is steeped in the Timeroom atmosphere. You might call it western ambient. This will



April. Beyond that, I have several fires always burning off in the



be out on Projekt in



Ffctr,4gr* lf*ice



distance...I'll justkeep my ear to the ground.



'n"".å
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This interview @ 7997 by Stu Daniels Stu Daniels is president of Star Music Inc.



pfËftff pfece



{'J,SJÉ" ü¡r¡la U¡*n' Fy,k, fifÐVfi



(Dark Star Boolcs and Music/ Jade Promotions).
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HANNAH SHAPERO



SuddenDark-MGriffin



JUSTMISSED TIIE CUT (1996 releases I heard in 1997) * Beþre Africa - David Antony Clark



Number 1 release of 7991: Blind Messenger - Forrest Fang (Cuneiform)



Hypnos Tutone - Cindy Horstman



White Cloud Mystic Moming - Ken Bonfield



Second place: Arblivion - the Orb (Island) Third Place: On This Planet - Steve Roach (Fathom)



Ed Macan's Hermetic



The Best of 1998



from page 4



SþDancer - Tim Farrell Magrathea Recordings



BILL BINKELMAN Here are my Top 25 releases of 7997, listed alphabetically by album title. * denotes an exceptional album that is marked by either innovation or outstanding musicianship Beyond the Missouri Sþ Pat Metheny and Charlie Haden



BWE



Sea Horse Records Sc,ience -



Ed Macan's Hermetic Science Magnetic Oblivion Music Py ewackit - SoulWhirlingS omewhere Projekt Serenade - Andre Feriante / Passage Records



Passages Through and Beyond Mark Sarno



SessionArtists * Prairies - Paul Micich and Mitch Espe self-released * Within - Within Fish n' Brook Records



Congratulations to those artists selected by our esteemed panel of critics. No% it's your turn, readers. Whether via email, snail mail, carrier pigeon, phone, or attached to a rock thrown through our window, send us your votes for best album, best label, best cover, bestpizzæ-well, we get hungry after all. We'll publish results in issue #6, along with some choice comments.



Verve



Beyond the Sundiql - Kevin Kern



So, fire up those opinions of yours and let us have 'em!



Real Music



CaledonWood - Al Petteway Maggie's Music Canyon Lullaby - Paul Winter



Living Music Feather on the Wind - Cedar rWind Laughing Cat Records * Cooler Heads Prevail - Akira Satake



Alula Records Dreaming In Stereo - Michael \ù/althius Self-released



Dreams of Avalon - Mike Simmons Music from the Mountains Dunquin - Dunquin Last Parish Records x Eros - Chris Spheeris Essence Records Fluxus Quo - Greg Klamt Spotted Peccary Music Guitar Odyssey - Govi Real Music Himalayan Nights 2 - J Donald Walters Clarity Sound and Light * Lond of Rest - George Maurer Pine Curtain Productions Metachoral Visions - Larry Kucharz



International Audiochrome * Moonrise - David Friedman Passage Records



A Prayerfor the Soul ofLayla Jamshied Sharifi



Alula Records Reflect Like A Mirrot Respond Like An Echo - A Produce Trance Port * Silent Extinction Beyond The Zero Jon Durant Alchemy Records 15



lVIUSIC



RE\/IE'WS



has been eliminated. All reviews other than from some of you, each review will now result of suggestions those in "LTstening to the Past" are now in this section. In addition, year feasible available, email and/or website info (unless it is a and contain the of release, the total time of the release, and where good you for the suggestions! enjoy these changes and thanks major label release, e.g. Narada). We hope



NOTE TO=OUR READERS: Starting this issue, the short review section, "Wire Taps" as a



MOONRISE



of David Lanz or Suzanne Ciani on this song.



David Friedman Passage Records (a1997 re-issue ofthe 1996 release on Watermill Productions) Genre: Electronic with acoustic piano undertones Album tíme:49;71



It's not just slower but softer music that is more complex and rich than "happy" music. reflective or even slightly wistful. Where That's a bad choice of words but it's the best does David come up with all this great mu- I can do. "Dusk" starts off very quiet, but soon a sic in so many different moods? I look at the



David Freidman's stellar debut Moonrise has been re-released this year on a new



label



with the tracks re-ordered. David landed in my "Best of 1996" column in issue one of this magazine, but I never reviewed his CD. Simply put, Moonriseis a stunner and is eas-



ily one ofthe best debuts I have ever heard, going all the way back to the beginning of my love affair with contemporary instrumen-



tal music. This is an incredible display of both piano and electronic keyboard virtuosity. There is not a misstep on this entire CD. From the opening washes of synth chorus on the title úack, Moonise is something very special. I wish I could compare David to someone, but it's difficult because he does so much so well. On this song, Peter Buffett at his best comes to mind or DavidLanz af his most electronic and uptempo. The song moves at a fierce pace, propelled by a pounding bass line and percolating synth notes. It's a powerful opener! On the second song, "Games We NobleFools Play," David shows off his ivory chops. His playing is grandly romantic, with sweeping melodies and dramatic lower register work. Moonrtse is w onderfully lush and so interesting, too. David is an original if there ever was one. Cut three, "For Erin," slows things down but stays with the solo piano. I hear echoes T6



picture of him on the back of the CD (on the re-release, that is, because the original version didn't have it) and I think, "He's so damn young! l2!1" Are we witnessing the nextreally huge artist here? I hope his label realizes what they have in him. The fourth song, "A Woodland Night," finds Davidback athis elechonic keyboards. I want to mention the very high quality of David's synth work. It's great. No glitches or weakpatches here! This song is lively but with a hint of mystery to it, Piano mixes with plucked strings, string chorus, and what sounds like timpani. The song soars and glides as it changes tone and flavor, from delicate to thunderous. The diversity works lol the song, never against it. Next up is "The Side That's Hiddenl' and here is that wonderfully fluid piano playing again. And again, amongst the drama is some mystery, David blends his piano and synth expertly in this song (and on the whole album). This guy should give lessons on when to embellish a passage and when to leave well enough alone. He's got that nailed! A highlight of Moonrise comes on "The



Sprinkler's Dance" with it's synths that sound like an entire string section of an orchestra plucking their strings at once. This



is blended with haunting synth chorus and synth washes, aJl brought together by piano. The song is inöredibly spirited. But that edge



is always there..If it's not mystery, it's shadow- or it's'danger. That's not to



say



this music is dangerous or dark. It's just much



great synth comes in from the background, joined by a synth bass line, and the song revs up into another rousing number. I guess by now you can tell this is not a particularly quiet album. That's an understatement, although there are softer songs here ("Lauren"). But with numbers like the evocative "The Train" (and yes, you will think of trains when you hear it) the movement-oriented songs a¡e the standouts for me. By the way, the horn patch on "The Train" is so good that for all I know, it is horn work. The album closes with a quasi-Native



American song, "Wolf Canyon" which brings to mind John Huling ftomDesert Plateau or Spiritlands or even Geodesium's release Anasazl, owing to the high quality of David's wood flute synth work. It's a very moody and appropriate closer to this won-



derful release. Moonrise is easily one of the very best releases ofthis year (and last year, ifyou count the original version). This man is going places. Bet on it! contact: pas sage



@ pøs



søgerecords. com



website: http : //www. pøs søgerecords.com -



Bill Binkelman



-



APURIMAC III: NATURE . SPIRIT. PRIDE Cusco



Higher Octave (1997) Genre: Electronic with Native American undertones Time:48:33



instrumentation and still have a listenable body of work. As happens so often in other works, the didj tends to get buried in the mix or is merely added as a hip, tribal touch. But that is definitely not the case here. Please bear in mind that a didj is a mono-



For those of you who loved the first two Apurimac releases (present company in-



AMBIENT TEMPLE OF IMAGINATION



cluded) you will recognize the characteristic Cusco sound on their latest CD. However, this is not as memorable as the good stuff from Return to Ancient Amertca or their debut. The flip side is that this is far more ac-



Various artists Mindspore Records ( 1996) Genre: Ambient dub/rave



rime:



minimum interference from other forms of



72:23



ffiï:'/;iT*i,i'fli'å.Jl'"i:l,fåir,gíf nffi'*n, O.f Imaginqtion is ater-



tone, drone instrument-so there is not any



significant melodic variation within a given .!mþjen1-!9mple did they make this recording so rihc title. V/ith this album, the packaging and damnéd earnest? I mean, the CD cover alone track (of which there are thirteen). But if you truly appreciate the didjeridu, you'll be the verbal element is as importanl as" one bhnch, I know that gre4Jly rewarded. Hudson reveals his many lþe i, enougt to make sound. Ambient,Templ::":",t,:Ìl pride is meanr to be a rribñotur"7 sp¡rn. "rave" scene of the early m¡{,'901,.whi"î oi" to ttre spirlt otNative (Nort}r) Á*"ri"anr, skiils throughout and Roach tastefully en19 hances those sounds, with a light hand. And is the-inhllitor of 'lle psychedelic culture üut ttr"r" is^ something to ùe said for subtlety, the label, Black Sun, does a wonderful job the'60s' The sounds too. with song ritlã's like "Geronimo;é



:lll: *-t {9}]J:t",:99f ited_from live performances,ar,a yi*: ,1996



here; the booklet is attractive and unique (tex-



Ll*ght"r,,,..Litíe pigeon and crazy Horse,,, ter Sglstice "rave" gatheriry ji_(.i!?f_:t^r::) *¿-*Wt ite Buffato; the band is óUniooríy tured paper). It's delightful to hold and read, - Mann Makula Hawks San Francisco. The cover andiry319r erryn ttying to evoke powerful imagery here. Bút ics_.are suitably enhanced with.the now- it'doésn't *a*h fo. me. Somehow I don't obligatorY computer-gen"*t".9 iT1g9:: thittt t¡ir would sit well on the ..Rez," but BARI) J P Jones q9 þrightlalnþory.colors, "l?î,q5"1!"ti:,q: what the hell do I know. Maybe I'm just ad- Vision Company Records (1997) Tree of Life diagram fr:9"-tyi:".t mittingthatmypersonalpotídcsm¿ieitdit_q}1l_tlt of the .p-resertation isjl-.,.|^" lìóuh lo evaluãte this mùsic fairly. Jusr the Genre: Electronic ( cinematic ? ) liy -s-ame, notes: "It's 3 AM and :]lq:,lt cusco breaks no n"* groonâ here, in- Time: 45:5O l"PBl^"^l"t_"1:::,T: þeginning'.4 mass of 30Q0 see1h.ine siead'they just rerread the iynth flute ãnd Fleshbodies have been hËavilv rttvitr.i" music that i's the signature ::-t:1Tinf,-:Y."1lil'c Bard covers some ground in a relatively and savoring the momen-ts tl_g:9 rF tf oi ttt"'ot¡ät Apurimac releases. Thé occail ity__of_an actual warehouse €vent unexplored musical realm, that of cinematic Ji,onal American chants are-well, I Native llit it.b; keyboard music. One of the only compariroeg ttrem off-puttin g to s av the.reast



fÍrtlilJËåå:äiåä#*31flft



arAo=scosmostun"ing--r,uø-"oiã-ffi ^Hä-ifÅii å.:i'.""".ttî,l"li,ïffåi:ilj Saturday--night, people dancing until they i-ug"ry of Native Aníericans, you'll probDROP...." so with rhat introduct:1,y11'"1* iii,î¿:ilJl;o'i,93'*o:i,%"9,::$å:'å#iJ,ì



-iäiif



siclike?well,itisn't"mu1i9



T:; tfflqdl,tl9 l:t"



piay that cusco (and Higher octave) witt



structure define music fo:l:":]l': l-try tun'" rnot" sense tÈan to ,"it th".ight, óf uny techno-shamanic drummingtry9y:d_,yilh äi tn"r" songs to a beer comiany (alä



sons I can make is to Peter Buffett, although the two artists could not be more dissimilar in their musical styles. What they do share is a full rich dramatic sound and one that utilizes, at least somewhat, synthesizer and keyboards to fulf,rll therole of an orchest¡a. Bard is a sweeping recording andit commands the



listener's attention. This is not background the express intent of inducing visionary iMontezuma,, from Return to Ancient music by any stretch of the imagination! trance and movement. After a rather ambient-sounding first cut imerica).Thar would be insensitive and tact("Dreaming Stones Field") the drama I was from vast spacy echoes, Ï1:.r-."Yld^t_tlle-: with random cries ì;, ress'



or noises uaäga'ur trt" uu'¿iånr",îo;Ë"ft";ñ percussion rhythms that sometimes chug along like a freight train and sometimes sound more tribal. The familiar sounds m THE didgeridoo and primal



of dilüä'fisïö"Ë hstãner on through the e;""e;ff;úp;;



- Bill Binkelman -



ART OF TIIE DIDGERIDU



David Hudson Black Sun (1997) Genre: Ethno-tribal lection is_probably cut 6, where.multiple Time: 62:ll



(the album is T2"minutes long), withoui too many outstanding sound-landma¡ks, The best



rhythms play against each other with somewhatmore complexity than the previous



sec-



David Hudson is one of a handful of pre-



referring to kicks into high gear on



"Scotsman's Elegy," a thunderous piece which also points the way thematically for the album. JP has Old England and the Isles on his mind, as well as tales of chivalry and adventure (with song titles like "Fanfare For AFallen Krg," "Connie's Last Stand," and



"Jíg," I'm not exactly stabbing in the dark



here), In fact, this music may evoke images of Braveheart or Rob Roy for some. Note that this is not Celtic music; it really sounds very much like soundtrack music for a his-



mier aborigine didjeridu pþers whoias torical fiction film. The only drawback to "îT; n"u", been to a,1ave,,, and I prob- mastered the instrumenr and made it availabty woutd.r'tsurvive it ir i ãi¿. ll" i Ã*a¡ some of these songs, at least for me, is that to a much vaster audience' Pure' t¡ibal able some of his keyboards are not always up to ,niT"*þlr, even when pi;i"d;;;d;;jii" corroboree



didj can þe way too intense for the task (solo violin and solo horn). Howut-orpli"ré of *y no-ä, i,¡";;;; jÑ-; just about any^one to.listen to for any fig$fi ever, most of the time the synths sound fantasre of thar rrancew"rlä;;iã;;d' b" rh; of time (like ten milutes!)' But, tastic, so it's a small nit, I suppose. ravers, and despire -y';;d;;;;;i *- cant-perig{ " thanks to his collaborations with Steve Roach Overall, this is a creative effort in a very t"-ptéOto aun"ã to t¡é



"i;"ffi"-à;;;. shõ;;;- th'f få"iffi"lfiîi|il ilifl";;iïTäl ñ';"h



limited subgenre of music. Noteveryone can do soundtracks for imaginary films. While



ll



JPJones'musicaltoolssometimesfalter,his inafieldasdiverseas"nswage"(orwhat Track2, "Fragments of an Unbroken composition skills and spirit carry the day passes for it in the minds of the general pub- Chain," is my favorite piece on the album. It lic) these recordings are relatively narrow in is also the most uncompromisingly experinicely. contact: ajones@caltøn.cotn their focus. The other dubious honor is the mental and thus is not for the faint-heafed - Bill Binkelman lackluster graphic presentation, partially listener. It is a series of constantly mutating Ì owing to the poorly executed lettering on sound-changes, all over a single repeating front and back covers. This is particularly rhythm, almost like a series of variations, sad because the inside liner notes are among the more comprehensive I've ever read in a



compilation of this kind. The music on theso three discs (which are sold separately by the way) tends to run closer to MOR ("middle of the road") instrumental music, i.e. some of these artists are staples on smooth jazz and adult contemporary.playlists. In addition, some "new age"



BENEATH THE VEIL Zingaia Sequoia (1991) Genre: Ethno -tribal/chant Time: 55:00 Many people are put offby equating new age music with new age philosophies and in



music genres are missing from these compilations, e.g. space-music, progressive electronic, ambient, and ethno-tribal. There are smatterings of world fusion on some songs, and that's about as risky as it gets. The series has a few of the artists from the Higher Octave label (Craig Chaquico, Eko, Cusco, Neal Schon, et al.). Many of the se-



based recordings, where synthesizers are used for coloring only, Still, Jonn Serrie lands a cut on volume 4 and 5 (neither one very How in contemporary instrumental music. they would react to an album of music for spacy, of course). Even Patrick O'Hearn "sacred lovers" where each track is a call to makes it onto one of the discs ! Mixed in with the Eternal Divine Feminine I don't know, artists like Acoustic Alchemy, Ottmar but they would miss something very unusual Liebert, Nicholas Gunn and Ken Navarro are a few relative unknowns, e.g. the duo of here. With inspiration drawn from the esoteric Steve Fish and Bobby Brooks. Unfortunately, writings of Dion Fortune as well as the sto- you must also deal with someone like Lorie ries of Shakti and Isis/Osiris you can under- Line. On balance, though, the song assortstand how female chant and vocals come to ments are well-blended and play through accompany Western sounds mixed with Far nicely. The Best NewAge is a good gift for friends Eastern melodies and rhythms. It's the erotior family members who are just discovering (based myth on the cism of "Veil of Inanna" of the Dance of the Seven Veils) that lifts the contemporary instrumental music but want album. You can smell the incense, heat and to start to broaden their horizons a bit (but passion as she dances for the release ofher not too boldly). Nothing here will scare anylover. And "Ast lJsari," at times very remi- one off. And amidst the less adventurous niscent of James Asher's more upbeat work, music are plenty of tunes that make an afternoon float by effortlessly while you clean is full of lust of a more basic nature. Above all, this is a very personal album house. Michael Hoppe is here, as well as Jan with Katlyn bringing deep emotions to the Hammer, Zazen, and Michael Gettel. That's fore that some people may find difficult to not bad company to spend the day with in handle. Not perfect by any means, this is my book. But if you have already dipped worth looking into by those with an open, your feet in the pool of knowledge about this music, you may find these compilations a bit inquiring mind. tepid in temperature' - Neil Leacy - Bill Binkelman -



Various Artists Priority Records (1997) Genre: Mostly ensemble-based "new age" pop music Album time: Average of 55 minutes This series of compilations earns some dubious honors. First, it's one of the more poorly-titled releases I've heard/seen recently. These compilations are not the best "new age," which does not mean these recordings are bad. (I think calling any compilation "the best" is a mistake.) In addition, 18



tronic



music



let a sound or a se-



quence go on too long, and he observes it here. "Unbroken Chain" rips along from one change to the next, here with electronic beeps and whistles, there with electronic clangs, there with heavy percussion, then with picket fences ofprocessed sounds. It is noisy. It is powerful. The influence here is that of the American minimalists, Philip Glass and Steve Reich. And it is a lot of fun to listen to. The Chinese-American Forrest Fang honors his Asian ancestry. Instead of pretending to be an Australian aborigine or a Native American, he works with his real ethnic heritage. In many of the tracks on this album,



Oriental strings shimmer over electronic lections are primarily acoustic ensemble floating chords and ominous low sounds,



the same breath dismissing much that is good



THE BEST NEWAGE_ VOLUMES 4,5,6



Forrest Fang knows the cardinal rule of elec-



THE BLIND MESSENGER Forrest Fang Cuneiform Records (1997.) Genre: Electronic



Time:70:45 Forrest Fang's new release, The Blind Messenger, rises from techno-ambient obscurity to star as one of my favorite new albums of 1997. The Blind Messenger is full of striking sounds, intriguing rhythms and structures, cleqet changes, and sophisticated



musical invention.



I



hope that albums like



this will bring itp.smallindependent label, Cuneiform, into'lnore prominence in the world of experimental'music.



softly punctuated by strokes of the gong. At the same time, Forrest is a violinist who can play anything from classical tojazz on this very Vy'estern inslrument. Tracks 4 through 9 are all one piece, "The



Alchemy of Angels" (I love that title).



Forrest Fang uses computer programs to generate note-clusters, sound-shimmers, sound-



washes and other textures; this is state-of-



the-art composition here. He mixes these with gamelanJike rhythms, sometimes reminiscent of Robert Rich's more contemplative pieces. "Enharmonia," the last of the "Alchemy" pieces, rises out of the depths with



glorious-sounding electronic harmonics, bright and clear, almost like a fanfare. Then it coalésces into a procession-like passage with "chorus" and piano, created with ascending arpeggios and pentatonic scales, building into a sound I do not hesitate to call grand and exalted, The procession fades out into non-tonal echoes as the alchemical angels disappear into the world of ideas. Another fine piece on this album is "Eternal." This is an ear-bending blend of Middle Eastern belly-dance/trance music and blues, with Forrest playing cyber-wailing on his violin. All this is set to a kebab-grilling drum rhythm. But I cannot figure out why Fang calls this piece "Eternal," which would suggest more of a moody, romantic Constance Demby type of piece than this edgy mix of East and West. I may talk a lot about how many influences Forrest Fang shows in this album, but he's never overwhelmed by them. He knows how to use them to his own advantage. It is not a perfect album; after the high points of the first half, it never quite reaches that pace or



level of brilliance again, though "Eternal" comes close. I would have liked to see one of the big-sound pieces for the hnal cut rather



than the rather anticlimactic one he used there, But there is so much good material on The Blind Messenger, all included, that I will easily say that this one's a winner. - Hannah Shapero -



CANYON LULLABY



Celtic Twiligåt series) is both a wonder and



Paul'Winter Living Music (1991) Genre: Acoustic ambient/jøzz Time:60',33



a disappointment.



This is a beautiful recording and one of the more sublime listening experiences you may have this year. I hope that music fans who normally only listen to electronic music give this one a listen. Ifyou are looking for



a



contemplative and restful CD, yet one



The high quality we come to expect from Stephen Hill's involvement is here. The



Anuna's "Blackthorn" or the Maire Brennan-



by the incredible acoustics of various loca-



this album, but then there were on the previ-



tions in the canyon) this is a lush and almost spiritual album. Can soprano sax be this ambient yet this accessible? I'd say so, based on this recording. You might think that this would get monotonous or boring after awhile. Far from it, In fact, I found that if I only played a few cuts on the CD, I felt cheated. This is a CD to immerse yourself in-if you do that, you may find yourself transported to the canyon with Paul, accompanied by wrens, finches, crickets, and a reverb effect (seven seconds !) that borders on the surreal. What's really fascinating is how Paul accomplishes the overall effect of a singular



ous compilations. Apart from the overall plaintive feel (someone please note that the Celts didn't spend all their time lamenting) my main disappointment is that only four



recording despite there beir¡g twenty-one



voice, whichis aperfectmixture of two styles of music, continents apart, and what I expectedmore of fromreading the sleevenotes.



tracks show



skill and talent of Chick Corea,



a



sionally groove-tinged recording.



I



really



enjoyed listening to Deane and recommend this release to fans of non-ambient electronic



keyboard music. V/ittr its occasionally propulsive rhythms, this should be great driving music! contact: Indøw oodsA@øol.com website: http : llmembers.aol.com/



ddellibovi



- Bill Binkelman -



real coming together of Celtic



influence with the artist's home country roots. Carlos Nunez does take you to far Spanish hills to smell the Irish heather, 'Wales-based Carreg Lafar introduce a



slightly harsher vocal sound, something I'd like to hear more of, while the string quartet contribution from @ystein Sevåg is a fitting end to the collection. However, the highlight has to be Sheila Chandra's combination of Indian harmonic drone and haunting solo



- Neil Leacy Whether soulful, sorrowful, plaintive, or even a tad bluesy, Paul's soprano sax flits, DREAMING INSIDE OUT floats, and glides effortlessly throughout Deane Delli-Bovi Canyon Lullaby. Remember, this is a field Indawoods Audio (1995) recording in one of the great natural landma¡ks on this planet; so, not only is the mu- Genre: Electronic pop/j azz sic beautiful to hear, but from an engineer- Time: 59:49 ing standpoint, this is quite an accomplishment. The album liner notes recount both the Deane Delli-Bovi's CD, Dreaming Inside making of the recording and Paul's thoughts Out, could not be rirore stylistically differand reflections on the Grand Canyon in gen- ent from his recent collaboration with Kudzu, eral. It's great reading. Realm Two. Unlike that recording's strongly Canyon Lullaby is one of the high points visualistic ambient soundscapes, Dreaming of an already stellar career. It's one of those Inside Out is anexcellent collection of pieces rare recordings that has the ability to trans- that blend the accessibility of pop with the port the listener, if only for a brief while. free-wheeling nature of jazz in a glow of Open your mind (and your ears) and take a elect¡onic keyboards to produce a very pleastroll to the canyon floor. Don't woffy- surable listening experience. there'll be a burro for the trip back! From the uptempo opening title track, with web site : w w w' liv in s mltJïu"ifr its multi-layered keyboards and breezy pace (set by tasty synth flute leads and digital piano), to the delightfully wistful "nel age CELTIC PLANET pop" of "Cirrus Speaks" with crystalline synth notes cascading warmly. From "Car(Celtic Tivilight Vol IV) joyful and lively with that same synth nival," Various Artists flute and a happy sounding synth vibe, to the Hearts o' Space (1997) darker sounding, "Nature of the Beast" which Genre: Celtic is the jazziest song on the album, everything Time: 60:40 on Dreaming Inside Out is polished to a glistening sheen. During "Nature of the Beast" I For the fourteen tracks of Celtic-inspired hit upon a good comparison to an earlier remusic from artists of many differing coun- cording-Return to Forever's Romantic tries, this (the fourth in the Hea¡ts O' Space Wørrior (of more than a few years ago). What these two share is a jazz fusion sound



o""r-



can match the



opening "Darklight," featuring Davy Al DiMeola, Lenny White, and Stanley Spillane's unmistakable uilleann pipes, sets Clark. However, Deane's no slouch! The the standard both forproduction and contem- comparison is more about describing the plative mood, Joannie Madden's rendition of music's cha¡acter. Dreaming Inside Out is "The Immigrant" highlights the beauty of a not "new agg," "pop," "jazzr" or any other well-played kish whistle-crystal clear and easily classifiable genre, It melds some of smooth as liquid velvet, which in turn is the best qualities of all of those and what you matched with the almost ethereal voices of wind up with is a catchy, infectious, occa-



filled with an almost aching beauty, Paul produced "Aoiffe Ni Fheanaigh," Mean\Vinter's Canyon Lullaby (recorded live in while the harp guitar of John Doan rises the Grand Canyon itself) is something you above it all with a diamond like clarity on should definitely check out. rilhile it features "Where Horses of Faery Hide." There really arê some wonderful tracks on only Paul on his soprano sax (albeit aided



songs on the CD. And yes, they do all sound different. Not in an overt way, but the subtle shadings are there.



that owes more than a little to electronics to propel the mood. Certainly I'm not suggesting that Deane, solo on the his keyboards,



DROP Tim Stor) and DwightAshley Lektronic Soundscapes ( 1 997) Genre : Ambient noir/minimalism/ post-industrial Time: 57:48 In an interview in 1997, Tim Story told me that his next CD would be darker than his usual work, He wasn't kidding. While not Lustmord or Lightwave, Drop (a collaboration between Tim and sound sculptor Dwight Ashley) is certarrnly notThe Perfect FlawPart 2 either. rilhat is it? Well, it's kind of a hybrid of the electronics and textures of Tim's work on Glass Green and earlier recordings,



melded with the mood of Robert Rich's A Troubled Resting Place. "A Ripening" starts Drop off with some signature Story motifs (minimalistpiano runs and subtle shadings of synthesizer) but immediately I was struck by the presence of darkness, mystery and a certain sense of dread. On the second song, "Rooster," the romantic piano runs are gone, subplanted by very ominous synth rumblings and background percussive effects. This is heavy duty stuff-post-industrial space music? Blade Runner neo-futuristic soundscapes? The soundtrack to Quake 3? And that's just for starters. "The Intraoculat Snare" is weirdly mysterious, filled again with a vague post-industrial feeling, along withlooped sound effects, minorkey chimes,



and-yes-snares. Yow! A da¡k Mass in some forgotten grotto maybe? On "Jealous 19



Entropy" (Tim still has those deliciously ambiguous titles) I hear more of the "usual"



odd tracks thrown in by former Instinct cultural influences. Just unadorned music from "the Green." And it is some wonderful



Records artists Human Mesh Dance, Tetsu Story keyboard minimalism, this time with Inoue, and Terre Thaemlitz. What has rea vague organ sound, but again there is an sulted is an excellent compilation, throwing element of industrial treatments, dark noise, in a wide variety of ambient sounds from and forebotling. Maybe you'd call this hor- artists that may never have been heard berible beauty-and out of nowhere an elec- fore. tric guitar pierces the heart of the song! I The album starts off with a nice tune by became aware of an almost organic nature Human Mesh Dance, "Rotating Mirror."Alto the underlying music, as if the song itself though somewhat typical of songs in this was breathing in a rising and falling of elec- genre, it is well-executed and mixed. Next tronic respiration. is "Qedeshim" from King Chubby; the odd Who came to mind as I listened to this samples and structure of the song make it a atypical recording was another master of the very worthwhile listen. Tetsu Inoue provides dark and mildly discordant, Jeff Greinke. I a nice droning textured ambient song with have Jeff's recording, InAnother Place, and "Slow and Low II." The Time Merchant folDrop takes me on the same trip as that one lows with "Eveskaline"-soft, mellow se-



does, although without Jeff's wonderfully kinetic rhythms. "Twist and'Writhe" has some mildly frenetic piano and synth playing along with almost playful (well, in an Addams Family kind of way, I suppose) synth percussive effects. The tempo is up but the mood is kind of, "Look at the dead thing I found in the



quences over an array



flashlight. On second thought-. contact: leks ound@ aol. c om website: http : //www. spaceþrmusíc.c om/



Their debut CD is a well-balanced mixture ofjigs, reels, and airs, all performed with style, flair, and most importantly heart. Some of the pieces are traditional and some are



of soft noise, low



pulses, at times resembling a mellow David Parsons, and at other times a mellow Jeff Greinke. Terre Thaemlitz contributes "Silent Passability," a piece with a wide variety of



unique sounds, ranging from harsh typewriter like noise to incredible shimmering pads that evoke images of soft rain. From basement." Thomas Lawrence is "Grey Skies Falling," Don't get me rwrong. I like this CD-how a slow, more danceable piece. Mellow vocal could I not? Tim and Dwight have fashioned pads and a nice mellow synth solo overlay a some incredible visualistic music, filled with basic ambient beat. The piece was very well moments of dread, beauty, fear, andpain. The done, with the title sounäing exactly tite ttre title track is a somber and desolate piece that music in many ways. "JazzMag," from The easily ranks with the best from The Perfect Mobeus, is the most danceable piece on the Flqw or Beguiled even though musically it album, with a distinct trance beat and filterbears little true resemblance to either one. swept synthesizers. It seems a little out of Then there is "Hang Up and Try Again" with place on this album, but on its own it's a very it's shimmery synth mirrored by very low well done soft trance piece. The Mobeus register synth rumblings. Wonderfully dis- contributes a second piece with "Warrior," a much softer song with Tangerine Dream liketurbing. That's how I'd sum up this recording- arpeggiations and spacy chords. Finally, disturbing (check out the album cover!). Polly Moller covers U2's "Bullet the Blue Those who expect to hear more of the deli- Sky" using flutes and tribal drums. cate chamber music-like quality of The PerOverall, despite a few weak points, the fect Flaw may be in over their heads with compilation is very strong. The technical Drop.If you long for the more idiosyncratic production is quite well done, and the cover work of Tim's earlier recordings (pre Glass art, while minimal, evokes the same moods Green) or if you are a dark ambient fan who's that many of the pieces bring to mind. The looking for something less droney and more compilation proves its purpose-that you do experimental, this may be up your alley. It's a dark and scary alley at times. You never know what's in the shadows if you don't go looking sometimes. Just be sure to bring a



music.



not have to have big names in order to make a nicely done CD and that there are many artists out there whose names, while undiscovered, are hidden gems whose tunes can surpass the a¡tists who have greater exposure and greater name clo¡lnad



Gould



_



original (by Sherry Ludig). Whatever they are, the musicianship is excellent and the engineering (for a modest "home grown" pro-



duction) is also superb, I was lucky enough to see Dunquin live once and this recording comes pretty close to the tender beauty of their live music. As is the custom with Irish music, the "cuts" ate usually blends of various songs, e.g. the first "song" is acombination of "The



White Petticoat, "The Gallowglass," and



"Miller's Maggot." If you have listened to



any kish music at all, you know this is a fairly



standard practice. There is lively uptempo stuffhere as well as slower more reflective pieces-fourteen in all and not a weak song in the lot of 'em.



The CD is getting serious recognition among purveyors and connoisseurs ofkish musicand deservedly so. As I said, this is not Celtic



fusion music. This is the real thing (well, as real as it can be outside of County Cork!). A tip o' the hat to Sherry for her nice originals, by the way. She has a keen ear for melody and composition. Another nice touch on the CD a¡e the rather copious liner notes, detailing the songs backgrounds. All in all, the debut recording from Dunquin is a real ear-pleaser and almost as good as a trip to Dublin. Spin this on your CD player, open up a bottle of Harp, and you'll think you're there.



Dunquin is available from Irish on Grand in St. Paul, Minnesota. Call the store at r-888- 47 4 -7 45 5 or (61Ð 22L Snf"l_*



leksound.hfinl - Bill Binkelman -



EARTH HEART Vicki Hansen



DUNQUIN DISTRIBUTED SHARED MEMORY Various Artists Mindspore Records (1997) Genre: Ambient/Ambient- te chno Time: 73:00



Dunquin Last Parish Records (1997) Genre: IrisUCeltic Time:53:59



If (and



Mindspore is



a



small ambient music com-



pany dedicated to releasing ambient artists



Íhat are largely unknown to the outside



you like Celtic or kish music-and



mean the real



Australian Music International



(tee6) I



thing-this is a CD to look for



Vicki Hansen's Earth Heart is beautifully and packaged in this virtually flawless CD. An evocative feeling of vast, open



it will take some looking). Dunquin is crafted



a trio (Judith Eisner on fiddle and viola, Don Ladig on whistlës, and Sherry Ladig on keyboards-mostly digital piano) and they play very some sweetr sounding kish/Celtic music. No fusion hefe. No ambient or layered



world. Many of the tunes on this album were put together as a result of artist submissions based on Internet postings, with a couple of rhythms. No wordless Vocalizings. No cross20



Genre: Tribal/Ethno Ambient Time:50:11



space is present throughout the entire disc. Respected didjeridoo playerAlan Dargin (of



"Bloodwood" fame) plays on two tracks ("Red Heart" and the questionably titled



ENTER WHEN RBADY Michael Salerno Independent Release (1991) Genre: New Age Rock



Time: 42:59



"Wigwam"). These are powerful pieces; the former highlighting Dargin's virtuosity while the latter is an especially lively, percussiondriven piece (which is helped along by



Hansen's slinky, sinuous guitar work).



"Firewoman" is a lovely and moving work of great simplicity; in fact everything on this CD is great.



Vicki Hansen is a supremely talented musician, vocalist and composer. Earth Heart provides the listener with a nice voyage, taking one through alternating yet connected sonic terrain, harmoniously mixing moods and tempos with an acute sense of balance. - Mann Makula Hawks -



EIRE,ISLE OF THE SAINTS John Doan



Hearts O'Space (1991) Genre: Celtic Time: 50:52 Anchored by the delicate and unique sound of his harp guitar, John Doan's release, Eire, Isle of the Saints, is a treat for those who like their Celtic music on the subdued side. This recording is a collection of songs that evoke



Awhile back, I received an email from a composer by the name of Michael Salerno. rühere he found me indicated to him that I might like his music and he invited me to listen online. Unbeknownst to him, he had found a music critic. Unbeknownst to me, that URL pointed to a pleasant surprise. Enter When Ready, Michael's debut release, is symphonic rock with a decidedly new age twist. Composed, produced and recorded by Michael in his home studio, this release shows an artist with a promising future ahead of him. Though Michael's main instrument is guitar, his command of synthesizers is impressive as well. The sounds



musicians for this recording and they comport. themselves admirably. In addition to pedal steel, Ned himself also plays lap steel, dobro, e-bow, steel/midi, and something called ped-a-bro. However you slice it, the man can pick and strum! The recording's rock elements are blended nicely with other genres on this recording. "Deep Blue" has a fluid bluesy feel to it-



call



it liquid blues



have been carefully chosen and blend



seamlessly. The drum tracks sound as if a professional drummer did them. The shining star of the CD, "Enter When ReadyÆhe Paradox/Give Me a Place," is a ten-minute trilogy of sorts. "Enter When Ready" begins as a symphonic rock anthem which shows off Michael's mastery over the electric guitar. The piece moves effortlessly into "The Paradox." Shimmering effects sounding a bit like electronic wind chimes accentuate the featured choral patches and serve as the seamless lead in to "Give Me a Place" where Michael switches to the acoustic guitar and surprise! He can sing too! The words are few but they're enough to make me ask, what can't this guy do? contact: http : l/www.audionet.com/ j uk e b o x /Ar tß t s /M / Mic hae I S al e r n o. ht ml ;



thoughts of the kish countryside for meit's extremely visual music. Two of the songs were previously released on Hearts O' Space emall: S ale r n o M @p r o di gy. n e t - Judy Markworth C eltic Tw ili ghl compilations. With the able assistance of many accompanists on a variety of instruments including violin, fiddle, uilllean pipes, whistle, percus- ERRANDS IN PARADISE sion, and keyboards, Eire, IsIe ofthe Saints Ned Selfe mixes songs that move at a moderate to fast



(no pun of the title in-



tended). One of my favorites on Errands is "Steel Pipes." It's a little more subdued and has a funky rhythm to it with a great refrain, Note that while I say subdued, this is still very vibrant music. As I said, this CD is tailor-made for cruising in the vehicle of choice as the sun plays hide and seek with the clouds. While this is not for ambient or electronic fans, it should sit nicely with those whose horizons are suffrciently broad enough to remember that there is life beyond synthesizers. 'Nuff said.



- Bill Binkelman -



EUROPA Airsculpture Neu Harmony Genre: Electronic/Space Music



Time:73:00 I'll be honest. My first reaction to this live album was "Hey, it's a Tangerine Dream circa mid '70s tribute band." The sound, the feel, the cover photography and the fact that Airsculpture are themselves a trio swayed me even more.



Then



I



listened again-and again-and



again. There is an obvious TD influence on their style but to dismiss this recording because of that would be like saying Salvador Dali was the only surrealist artist and no one's allowed to paint anything similar, ever.



Each track is completely improvised and what you hear is a direct from DAI recording with no overdubs, though when you've Selfe Service Records (1991) got those swirling analogue sounds weaving tempo ("Where Horses of Faery Hide," their spell, who needs them. Even some slight "Wake" ) and softer, more reflective pieces Genre: Pop/rocUjazz distortion is left on the final track so as not ("Farewell," "The Journey Home," "Sunset Album time 55:23 to lose any of the performance. Classic eight On Distant Castle"). Sometimes things renote sequences-actually composed and proally pick up, as on the lively "Saint Patrick for Pa¡adise-there's a subjective word in the Spirit" with its guitar, fiddle and pipes, you. Whatever their vision of paradise is, it's grammed onstage-appear throughout the counterpointed by a majestic chorus. But a good bet that the music on Enands in Para- performance, conúasted by languid stretches whether fast or slow, soft or celebratory, two dise wllT bring a smile to the face of guitar of pure, analogue space music. All the pieces things stand out on this recording. One is fans. Pedal steel guitaristNed Selfehas noth- are allowed to grow and expand on their own John's excellent compositional skill. All ing but happy times on his mind on this good- accord which, as in the case of Part 4, can these songs a¡e winners and the album plays naturedrelease. Combining elements of rock, take over twenty minutes. For some, hearing Airsculpture will probthrough very well. Second is the high degree pop, and jazz he has fashioned a high-spirof musicianship by all the session players. ited and fun recording that should win over ably fill them with nostalgia, while others, will see them as fresh faces to a style ofelecThis is ensemble playing at its finest. many a hardened heart. t¡onic music which launched a thousand synThe overall mood of the CD is wistful and kicks Take the opener, "Souvenirs," which even a tad mysterious at times. Repeated the album off in high style. Ned's joyous thesists. - Neil Leacy listenings reveal the true worth of this re- playing comes to the front, anchored by vibes cording. Like fog draped over the hills of and regular guitar. Drums come in and the "The Green," Eire, IsIe of the Saints swirls song establishes a lively mid tempo rhythm its music around you revealing things bit by (the whole recording is fantastic driving bit through the mist. It's a hauntingly beau- music). Besides the above mentioned instrutiful listening ments, the CD also features sax and bass as "*n"n"ttru, Binkerman well. Ned has assembled some very able



2t



FREEDOM DRIVE Bix Beitelman Metro Records (1995) Genre: Electronic Pop Time:41:20



\



Fun and joy-two words not usually associated with new instrumental music. But after hearing the opening notes of synth flute and synth calliope (?) on Bix Beitelman's Freedom Drive, a better choice of words doesn't come to mind. This is an impressive debut from an artist who obviously wants to lighten things up, in the best possible sense. The playfulness of the opening number, "The



ment rather than pure ambient home meditation, As a result, the rhythms are more repetitive, the sounds are more trance-inducing, the beats are more danceable, and the tracks sound-wise are quite similar. rühile this may draw away people who are notinto



I have to mention the great liner notes that George wrote for this CD (his eighth!). Reading these notes while listening to the music



will increase your experience of the music, unless you are the most cynical of souls. The songs themselves are a mixed bag of origi-



the techno genre, those who are fans of nal compositions, Latin hymns, Estonian techno, especially the "old school" electro songs, Scottish-American melodies, Welsh style, will appreciate the ambient groove styl- tunes, and more. And they all sound great. The first song, "Creator of the Stars of ing in this album. In addition, the songs in this album are quite mixable, making it a Night" is based on a 9th Century Latin hymn good addition to dance rooms with slower and it stafs the album out beautifully-soft environments. and gentle, George's piano and subtle synth From a technical standpoint, the album is are accompanied by a lone soprano voice and solid with no noticeable problems. a gently lilting kish whistle. Soon, the piano - Chad Gould takes over completely and George picks up



Voyage Home," is constantly mirrored throughout this release. The title track shows the almost manda- KEYS TO THE tory limitation of lower-budget keyboard al- Various Artists bums, i.e. a slightly artificial sound to the Higher Octave drums. However, Bix sure has a knack for a



HEART



and this CD has plenty of those.



Genre: Smooth Jazz Time: 42:50



Freedom Drive is full of energy and the kind of "umph" that, if this was arockrecord, I'd say it was garage rock of the best kind. It



From the CD's cover, I thought that this would be a solo piano compilation, but only



hook! I'm still



a sucker



for catchy melodies



takes someone who is more concerned about



the spirit of the music than 'þolish" to infuse music with this kind of liveliness. Listen to "The Beach" and see if you don't start grinning as it bounces happily along with a nice synth bass line counterpointed by well-done synth strings carrying the melody. This is followed by the high drama of "The Search" with its full sounding bass/ cello string synths. I also love the quasi-retro sound of "Blee Dot" which could be '90s dance music recorded in the '50s (you'll get what I mean when you hear it). There's some quiet stuffhere too ("I Don't Know..." and "Wind"), but for me this CD flat out makes me want to get up and do something. Except that then I can't sit still and just have a great time listening to the songs. Decisions, decisions ! contact: SF [email protected] website: http : llkspace



:Kf ii:ß#^



GENUINE Nu Ambient Grooves Ninetysix Sounds (1996) Genre: Ambient-techno Time: 73:00 Nu Ambient Grooves, aka Cris Zippel, is music artist who, for this album, has turned more ambient. Although this release doesn't break any new ground, it's quite a dance



solid. The tunes often come out sounding like



Enigma, with slow lush pads mixed in with arpeggiations and an atypical ambient beat. At other times, slower, more minimal tunes are used that are weaker in the home environment. The biggest drawback with this album is also its biggest strength: It seems more made



for the dance club chill-out room environ22



a couple ofthe cuts are solos. The artists featured are Jonathan Cain, Emilio Palame, 3rd Force, Suzanne Ciani, Ozzie Ahlers, Amarna,



and Craig Dobbin. Light and jazzy through-



out, this one doesn't take a lot of thought, but is great for driving or day dreaming or even a candlelight dinner. Suzanne Ciani's classic "The Velocity of Love" is the standout piece, as it would be in any setting, but it seems a little out of place on this album. I really wish "Here Comes The Night" by 3rd Force had been fleshed out beyond it's tiny 1:02 playing time, although it makes a nice prelude to "Velocity." 3rd Force's "You Gotta



Be Real" is also a lovely sketch at :32.



'Where's



the rest of it? Jonathan Cain's "Elegance On the Catwalk" has a breezy feel I really like with its strong bass line and upbeatpiano improvisation. That one and Craig Dobbin's "Within Your Touch" are my fa-



the pace, while retaining the overall impressionistic feel to the song,



"Wake Up, My Heart," a traditional Estonian folk song, is a wonderful solo piano piece-slow, soft, very George Winstonlike but a little warmer than some of Winston's



work. This is followed by "When Eagles Dance (Side by Side)," featuring George on piano and subtle synth underpinnings, accompanied by fluegelhorn and fretless bass. The song is beautiful-the fluegelhorn rich and full, and the bass adding just the right amount of below-the-surface texture. Next, "The Deepening," a solo piano tone-poem,



that is reflective, pensive, and subtly delicate-impressionistic in composition, yet accessible and even warm.



This contrasts with the next song, "The



Water Is Wide." While the song has its roots vorites-gentle and elegant piano with as a Celtic melody and a traditional English strings in the background. Although not re- song, you'd never guess it from the uptempo/ markable, this is a very pleasant sampler of upbeat play between George's piano and the recentreleases of mostly Higher Octave key- piccolo trumpet and soprano saxophone. Is this jazz? Is this pop? I don't know. It is inboard a¡tists' fectious and it makes me smile. Played by - Kathy Parsons the George Maurer Quintet, the song cooks and swings and makes you glad to be alive (a counterpoint to the explanation ofthis song LAND OF REST in the liner notes). George Maurer "Rain Train" is a wonderfully evocative Pine Curtain Productions (1997) original, featuring George on piano and



Genre: New Acoustic (piano-based)



synth, accompanied by drums and bass.



Time:58:16



There is an element to this song that will



I listen to a lot of music-much of it very good, Yet, sometimes that rare recording comes along-one that is especially heartfelt and personal. I know some of you are cynical. That's okay; I'm a cynical person, too. But, for mê, George Maurer's release, Land of Rest, is one of those rare and special releases. If you t'r4ve even a mild love for piano, this is one CD you should not miss.



certainly evoke train imagery in the mind that has any imagination (have you ever hea¡d



"Last Train Home" by Pat Metheny?), It's a great song.



Land of Rest is-simply



put-one of the



finest piano-oriented recordings I have ever



heard. George Maurer is more than just a good musician. He allows his playing to be aconduitto something deeper. Only thehardest of hearts will be unaffected by this CD. If you have ever been transfixed by a flock



of geese, smiled at the delight of a child, Thenstandback. I'llwagerthey'llbehead- reason to buy this CD is to complete your sighedatalostlove, orwonderedatthesense ing to the record store real fast ("So, ya got collection-unlessyoudon'townall(oreven of it all, this recording will touch a nerve- some more of those Narada CDs at this any!) of Enya's albums. In Iha! case, this compilation is so fuIl of home runs that it place?"). and then some. may be hard to believe they all came from - Bill Binkelman contact: [email protected] m website: www'pinecurtain'cl*n.
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PACIFIC



MUSIC



Te Vaka



ARC Music Genre: World Music Time: 41:51 From New Zealand comes an album that takes its influences from all over the Pacific,



especially from the Tekelauan Islands. Sto-



NARADA SMOOTH JAZZ Various Artists Narada Equinox (1997) Genre: Need you ask? (New Acoustic) Time: (2 CDs) 66:00 and62:40 Earlier in this issue, I review The Best New



ries of the islands' histories are mingled with songs of everyday life. While contemporary in their arrangements, any modern inshuments are kept down in the



mix. It's traditional percussion (especially the 'Pate' log drum) and strong melodies which colour this great pick-me-up of an album. I may not understand a single word, but my hea¡t feels the warmth of feeling expressed



f;rffi;,r"['.Í:ffiiåj:""n"tunmistakable The rst new song, "Only If," is the cur-



rent radio hit. It's a sprightly uptempo number, along the same style as "Anywhere Is." I sure wish they would have put the lyrics to the new songs in the liner notes, even though you can decipher them after a few listenings. The other new tune is the title song. "Paint The Sky \Vith Stars" is one of those incredibly slow silky vocal masterpieces that only Enya can do. She may not have the fire of Loreena McKennit or the musical chops of Kate Price, but when she multi-tracks that voice of hers-well, only world class cynics will be unmoved. The CD includes all her big singles ("Watermark," "Orinoco Flow," "Book of Days,"



"Storms inAfüca," "Anywhere Is," "Carib-



the Sun)." The jazz-tinged guitar featured on



bean Blue," "On My Way Home") plus others that all flow seamlessly out of the speakers. While it can be said with some cefainty that Enya has not struçk out in any dramatically new directions over the course of four



in with any household implement to hand! - Neil Leacy -



her (to my knowledge). She has an undeniablybeautiful, if notangelic, voice. Shecom-



by the rich harmonies of tracks like "Te Namo (the Lagoon)" and "Ki Te La (Shine



Age compilation, mentioning what a poor some tracks will please fans of Baka Be- albums, maybe that's not important. As a person, Enya is one of the biggest enigmas title the CD had. Well, here's another one- yond-and try listening to the drumming on in the industry since little is written about join (The E Keli Digging) without wanting to but for exactly the opposite reason. This twoCD release from one of the founding labels of new instrumental music should not stoop to call itself "smooth jazz." But radio politics and marketing strategies win out over artistic sensibilities, I suppose. At least they do in this case. For what it's worth, I think that this collection from Na¡ada is easily as good as their excellent Decade recording of a few years back. The big difference in the two is the exclusion of anything from the Narada Mystique stable, i.e. none of the truly electronic artists (Buffett, Arkenstone, Colin Chin, et. al.) is featured (although Richard Souther does some tasty things with his key-



enough. After all, can all those fans be that



PAINT THE SKY WITH STARS (THE BEST OF ENYA) Enya Reprise (1997) Genre: Do you even need to ask?



Time:57:58



wrong? - Bill Binkelman -



RAPTURE Bradley Joseph Narada Equinox (1997) Genre: Piano-based pop



What can you say in a review of "the best"



of an artist with the stature of Enya? She's boards!). sold well over 30 million records ! She didn't Now, if you do listen to smooth jazz radio accomplish this task writing bad music. You (as I do sometimes-by default) you will hear her songs on TV commercials and as recognize that this music does sound like a background music for movie trailers, even lot of what's getting played on some stations. when the song's not part of the soundtrack. But this is the "creme de la creme" of that That is serious public recognition, folks! stuff. While I wonder where my favorites The question that this very serviceable (Nancy Rumbel and Eric Tingstad) are, the compilation does beg, though, is why release recording does feature excellent work by it at all? I mean, who among the public (who Spencer Brewer, Michael Gettel, Randy likes Enya) doesn't own at least two of her Roos, David Lanz, and Bradley Joseph, along albums? I think Watermark has been on the with plenty of world fusion a¡tists like Jesse Billboard Top 20 New Age Music cha¡t since Cook, Oscar Lopez, and that's just to name it was released years ago, and Shepherd a few. Moons isn't far off that pace. Yeah, everything here is "light" in that the Still, her label has released this compiladramais more superficial than overwrought. tion with the addition of two new songs, So what? These cats are all good musicians thereby guaranteeing that completists will and this is good stuff. If this is what was passing for "smoothjazz" on most of the stations, I'd not be dissin'it so steadily. \Vith 28 songs over the course of two discs, I can't begin to single out favorites. If either you, your significant other, mother, father, friend, boss, etc. thinks they know something about smooth jazz,buy them this collection.



poses wonderful music. Maybe that's



have to own this recording. Excuse my cyni-



cism but let's be honest. Please don't take this as a criticism ofEnya as either an artist (I like her music) or even as a celebrity. rWho knows if Reprise makes these decisions or she does herseif. Anyway, since the CD's liner notes are almost literally non-existent (except for some pictures of Enya), the only



Bradley Joseph is



a



name that may be fa-



miliar to some duo to the utilization of his expertkeyboard skills by well-known artists such as Yanni and Sheena Easton. His solo work, however, has only begun to receive wide distribution. On his f,ust Narada release, Rapîure, Bradley is joined by a host of talented musicians including other veteran Yanni band members Charlie Bisharat on violin and Cha¡lie Adams on percussion. Rapture is a blend of pop-new age with both classical and some light jazz influences. I found this to be one of those CDs that you listen to the first time and like it but frnd that the more you listen, the more attached to it you become. The only complaint I have about it comes in the form a bluesy number called "Coastal Highway," which breaks the overall and otherwise consistent mood of the rest of the CD. By contrast, the last cut, "Passage," is a positively uplifting, beautifully orchestrated piece and a fine end to a very accessible CD. Contact; http : llwww.hrødleyj os eph.com - Judy Markworth -
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SILENT EXTINCTION SHEIK DOG BEYOND THE ZERO Loop Guru Jon Durant World Doarinatión Recordings Alchemy Records (1997) (1991) Genre: Electric guitar-driven Genre: Tribal/Electronica/Ambient/ ambient/experimental Dance Album time: 54:00



LOOPBITES



Time: 25:28 (Sheik) 13:56 (Loop Bites Dog)



This is serious new music-emphasis on new. Jon Durant knows how to make an elec-



Yeah,



yeah-labels rarely fit but you have tric guitar do some amazing things, which



to start somewhere, yes? As evidenced by the fact that I've purchased three Loop Guru CDs, all within a short period of time, this should serve to demonstrate my great liking of their music. Loop Guru is/are six people (one female, the rest, male) from London who have cool,



weird names-like 'Ja muud" and "millen-



nia"-that



are not clearly identified, one from the other. But whoever they may be, in whatever combination, is totally OK because they are making wonderful, danceable "electronica." This is def,rnitely beat-driven material; one can only assume thatthey want you to dance. Just because youlike the can of worms that is known as "New Age" music, it doesn't mean that you are too pure and holy to shake your groove thang once in awhile. Loop Guru kick starts the process



he does throughout Silent Extinction Beyond The Zero (I'm developing a love for the CD



titles on Alchemy Records). If your tastes run toward challenging music thatredefines what beauty is in music, and you like your music on the louder side of ambient, this is a serious contender for your hard-earned cash. If you are a fan of electric guitar-not the more "pop" guitar of a Neil Schon, though-this should really clean your clock. Take the album opener, "Crossing Zero," with its vague tribal rhythms and its swirling distorted guitar that almost sings to you, albeit singing ofpain and sorrow and darkness that lives and breathes. The drums (by



Genre: New Acoustic Ensemble Time:43:15 This is pianist Kurt Bestor's ninth album, but I have to admit it's a hrst for me. I was very excited about it, as it gave me a chance to review a non-Tesh album featuring violinist, Charlie Bisharat-one of my very favorite musicians and performers. Charlie plays on only two cuts, but I found myself thoroughly enjoying the entire CD, and have played it over and over. Bassist Michael



Manring is also prominently featured on



Vinny Sabatino) pound out an impressive most of the pieces. The cuts are so varied that the album almost sounds like a compirhythm that drives the song nicely. yet it is held firmly Then we are into quasi-space and ambient lation of various artists, by theme of celebrating the getogether the "RC 11.21" territory with the wonderful



which features the guitar doing double duty without any pretenses. as both a repeating background series of Sheik is a perfect CD "EP" of five songs from the full length "Amrita." It's only shof- notes and that same swirling series of eleccoming, consequently, is that it isn't nearly tric cries and whispers. I don't know why I long enough (but it's also very reasonably call this space music, except that it makes priced). Track 3, "Papasus," is so beautiful me think of space-vast reaches of da¡kness menace, mystery, that my heart wants to burst out of my chest and floating-filled with in my opinion. A Way cool, and blackness. whenever I hear it. AIlthe tracks are great. I resonates spoken word sample subtle played this disc a lot in the ca¡; it repeated song, but I didn't get obsesthroughout the many, many times and, still, I could listen to it, driving all the way across the country, if sive enough to figure out what was being need be.



SKETCHBS Kurt Bestor BWE Music 1997



said. This song is a definite album high point. As with everything I've heard from A1chemy, the engineering on this disc is superb.



Loop Bites Dog is Loop Guru's newest full-length release-fourteen tracks in four different colors. It moves along pleasantly I'm listening on headphones as I write this until a bit of sonic turbulence erupts in track and the sound is, in a word, incredible. Not everything on this CD is musical fire5. Gruff, male vocalizations and fat Jah though. Jon can be subJLly beautiful works, Wobble-esque basslines of "Jackdaw" in(the drifting ambience of "Easter" that trude a bit too much. The same fat bass ca¡- too ries over into the next track but "Skin slowly builds into a soaring collection of solos and the hauntingly beautiful "Breath Heaven" becomes much more euphonious as of the Wind" which is almost-but not it progresses. quite-sparse enough to be a Jeff Pearce Loop Bites Dog offers the listener a panosong). More than anything else, this is an ply of world music samples woven together redefines the electric guitar album that with wordless, female vocalizations and in- (again, Pearce's recordings). Much like Jeff vigorating rhythms in a seamless, contemporary manner. These people are cool and of the album is, as my first hastily scribbled it, "blistering guitar licks and know it. And the nice thing is that these notes describe they Gurus, in all likelihood,



nius of artists, inventors, explorers, and writ-



ers whose dreams and musings were first recorded as sketches.



With inspiration coming from such



a var-



ied selection of heroes as Thoreau,



Stradivarius, former slave Sojourner Truth,



Audubon, television's inventor Philo T. Farnsworth, and Native American Olympic gold-medalist Billy Mills, it is no wonder that the album has such an impressive palette of musical styles. It goes from the country/folk



bounce of "Expedition" to the glistening



peacefulness



in "Fishing the



Sky."



"Sftadivarius" has a very classical flavor with soaring strings. "Mama, Don't You Weep" is a classic spiritual. "A Romance Vy'ith Electrons" has the sweep of a soundtrack to a movie featuring a farm with gently swaying fields on a warm afternoon, "On Pastel 'Wing" is the only solo piano piece, and it is gorgeous-very peaceful and moving. From there, we move on to "Faces On a Fresco," wtrich opens with Gregorian Chant and flows into a lilting piece that features recorders, flute, and cello. I really like this piece ! "From Leonardo's Sketchbook" is a light- hearted frolic celebrating DaVinci's sketch of a flying machine. "Windrunner" features Native American drums and vocals, and carries a



will neverbefound vibrant rþthms that provide a diverse album feeling of both sadness and triumph. in your snooty, angel-ridden knickknack of serene beauty and dark energy." Gee, I "Sketches" closes this impressive set as a shop's CD selection! - Mann Makula Hawks -



should be a music critic! Alchemy Records continues to chart the unknown waters of instrumental music with astounding and illuminating results. Raise the



tribute to all ofthose lives celebrated in the music as well as an homage to sketching itself. It is mostly piano with a few background



Bestor. main sail and hgist ¿nçþs¡-¡1srrv horizons instruments delicately accompanying



I give this one two thumbs and a big toe up



ahead!



website: http : llwww.musicpro. coml
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'.i,



-.Bill Binkelman



-sure -



to be on my top-ten for '971 - Kathy Parsons -



SPACECRAFT



midst of gentle, sparkling, and beautiful



Spacecraft Lektronic Soundscapes ( 1997) Genre: Ambient Space



second movement



Time:63:52



music just doesn't work. Imagine inserting Led Zepplin's "Stairway to Heave4" after the



of Beethoven's Sixth



Symphony.



Altogether, the album consists of nine



of average duration. If you remove the offending fifth track, you separate compositions



Four musicians comprise Spacecgaft and they certainly seem to have a jones for NASA, based on all the liner notes and credits. One would think this project was sponsored in part by Cape CanaveraMt may also have something to do with the fact that th¡ee of the musicians are teachers/educators (the fourth one we don't know about), using the jewelbox- as a soap b.ox to spread the gospel of technological exploration of outer space. Amen' brothers and



sisters!



actually have



I



a



pretty good album. However,



would recommend getting his excellent debut, Pictures o/Aslø, insteadhassell _



TOO MANY SECRETS Ron Boots GROOVE, Unlimited (The Nethérlands) (Igg7 _ Reissue) ö"nr.r Epic Tranîà? Time: 73:58 Too Many Secrets is a full length reissue of a 7994,60 minute release. When popped into your deck, only one track will be displayed-but this is a work that is almost 74 minutes in length. Within this one track, though, are a number of smaller compositional pieces that seem as if they could've



Be that as it is, the music



is-as you'd



expect-primarily synthesizer/electronic,



stood alone, as separate tracks. Even so, ev-



erything fits together nicely. There are no



TRANSCENDENCE Alpha'Wave Movement Harmonic Resonance Records (1ee6) Genre : Amb i ent - dub/amb ie nt Time: 48:12 Transcendenc¿ opens with a pulsing bass



line while subtle synths swirl in the background. I was thinking, "Fairly standard ambient stuff." Then, a cool guitar sound comes in along with another synth washing



over you. That's when



I



realized that this



debut release from Alpha Vy'ave Movement was something different and special, The ñrst song, "The Passage of Moments" is a great



ambient cruiser, combining the patient washes of synthesizer with an increasingly



abrupt cuts or transitions to take you out of a



insistent rhythm of bass drum and synth bass,



fair.



becomes more pronounced, but it's always pleasantly in the background. The recording quality on the whole CD is very good-crystal clear and well mixed. There's a lot of stuff going on here. I'd recommend headphones



\Vhile all the music is first rate, Spacecrøft tranquil listening space. Boots informs us that all with that great guitar sound. It's more doesn'I really explore any new sonic terri- this CD is "meant to be put in repeat accessible than I can describe because the tory (pun equally intended and not intended). mode...(to) let you escapo from the stress of elements work so well together. The music My ears perked up at the beginning of "Zero, today's hectic world." Interestingly enough, is not particularly dark, which I'm personOne." I thought I was hearing some vintage we're informed that Too Many Secrets was ally grateful for, but it's not lightweight eiKarlheinz Stockhausen "Hymnen" being recorded only during the nighttime hours to ther. It's trippy, spacy, and very infectious. sampled (also near the end of the track) but, promote this laid back, peaceful vibe. And It's also very fluid, in that it's constantly morphing and never stays the some for long. no, it was just part of the composition. Actu- night ls the perfect time to enjoy this CD. The title track sta¡ts out very hauntingly, ally alot of different sounds were embedded Ron Boots' music is as good as anything in fhe 22-minute long track, including a currently available but, for obvious reasons, with mysterious synth noises and minor key "zizzing" (comet?) sound that was a bit per- it's less accessible. You're not going to find washes in the background. Then a bubbly turbing to these ears. That being the only dis- it at your mega-conglomerate record store, synth tone enters and we're into some sericordant element, though, the seven tracks of beside the "Yanni" and "Kitaro" sections. But ously cool ambient dub music, The rhythms Spacecraftwill serve to take one "out there," please make the extra effort to getToo Many are subdued at first (another plus in my book) to chill, in a very deep space that is welcom- Secrets and support the work of this deserv- but the song is still more of a cruiser than a ing and restful-gently unfolding and em- ing Dutch artist. Help make the world more chill-outpiece. Eventually, the dub presence bracing the listener. This is a very good CD of this genre and comes highly recommended as such.



- Mann Makula Hawks -



STONEHENGE FOR



ETERNITY Tales



SIT Records (1997) Genre: Space rnusic



Time:



61:1.4



- Mann Makula Hawks -



TOURNADO Tangerine Dream



TDI Music International (1997) Genre: Electronic pro gres sive Time:70:03 Tangerine Dream has always excelled dur-



ing live performances, so I was quite eager to listen to this, their follow-up to the superb Goblin's Club.This album is recorded from



Tales is thepseudonym forJean-Luc Hervé Berthelot, and Stonehenge for Etemity is hrs the second set of theirperformanceinZabrze, second release. The first, Pictures of Asia, Poland, Unlike the groups prior live albums, was a wonderful space music album that Tournado doesn't contain much original or shocked me with a blistering electronic gui- improvisational material, as almost the entire album consists of t¡acks from Dream tar near the end. Stonehenge for Eternity begins promis- Mixes and Goblin's Club.lt's still great muingly enough, but an energetic rhythm more sic, and it has a wonderful galloping rhythm appropriate to a finale appears on this release that had my head bobbing in time with the in the middle of the album as well as the end. muslc' David Hassell Plugging a vibrant piece of material in the



for this recording, at least for one of your first listens. For comparison's sake, Alpha lüave Movement's music is more indicative of the less frenetic ambient dub artists. If you like a lot of the stuff on the first two Baramundi samplers, this release is a good bet. HoweveÍ, Transcendence has the added benefit of longer songs (only two of the seven cuts are less than six minutes long) and the production is richer by far than many offerings on ambient dub samplers. There's thebeautiful cascading sounds and washes of "Terra Nocturna" with its great synth bass undercurrent counterpointed by synth piano, and the eerie "Artifacts and Prophecies" which starts out like space mu-



sic and then morphs into a slow rhythmic descent into darkness and otherworldly per-



cussive elements, The album closer, the ten 25



because of that I sat down and really listened with an open mind. What I found was another outstanding release ffom Yanni that has



minute-plus "Veil of the Twilight Moon," is more in a floating mode than most of what comes before. Synth chords fade in and out and a warm feeling is evinced through the sustained synth washes that ebb and flow. After all the úêats and rhythms, choosing this



become a favorite of mine. In mid December, on a whim, I got on a plane and flew out to see Yanni perform in Connecticut. If that doesn't say I wound up loving it, what does? website: http : /lwww.yannitribute. com - Judy Markworth -



as the last song seems appropriate so thã üs-



tener can truly "chill out" and float into a relaxed state ofbeing. Clearly, Alpha Wave Movement (who already has at least one newer release out) is a rising star on the horizon where ambient dub, ambient, and electronic music meet. I hope thatTranscendence is merely the beginning of a long career. We'll be fortunate indeed if that is the case. contact: ølføwøv e @wøkko. gíI.net



Bill Binkelman



-



TRAVELING BACK\ryARDS The Nightcrawlers Manikin Records (1997) Genre: Electronic progressive Time: 7:25:57 "Sounds like Tangerine Dream" has become the electronic music equivalent of "tastes like chicken." There are many imitators of Tangerine Dream, but most of them simply mimic the original group's sounds or copy their material outright. During the mid 1980's, anAmerican group called The Nightcrawlers issued three albums: Niglx/crawlers (1984), Spacewalk (1985) and Shadows of Light (1987). As with Tangerine Dream during their prime, The Nightcrawlers consisted of three members: Peter Gulch, David Lunt, and Steve Gulch. Unfortunately, I can't report on the current status of the group, if they're even active, as this re-issue on Manikin Records is my first exposure to them. The material from all three albums appears on this double CD re-issue. Rather than arrange the tracks in the order originally issued, the sequence is mixed. This gives the re-issue the feeling of one large album rather than tlree separate albums spliced together. To say that I'm impressed with what I hear is an understatement. The closest comparison I can make with Tangerine Dream is Encore, though echoes of Phaedra and Sorcerer can be heard. Unlike many TD imita-



tors, The Nightcrawlers' compositions are fresh and original, though the influences a¡e still obvious. Individual song times arg also varied, ranging from 5 1/2 minutes to 25 ,minutes.



If you're a fan of the Tangerine Dream albums cited above, you absolutely must have this album. With the variety in source influences and track times, this is without question the best electronic music release I have heard in a long time' - David Hassell -
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TRIBUTE



\ryHEN THUNDER SLEEPS



Yanni



Various artists Spotted Peccary Q997) Genre : N e o - CIas s ic al/P ro gre electronic/Ambient Time: 68:59



Virgin Records America (1991) Genre: Neo-Classical, New Age Pop Time: 67:34



ss



iv e



In 1994, the repeated PBS broadcasts of I never believed it possible to like every Yanni's "Live At the Acropolis" concert pro- artist on one single label until I found Spotpelled him into fame. I've been following ted Peccary Music. Never before have I his music since 1986 and have always un- found a record label that displays such conderstood its appeal but it took a gargantuan sistency in the quality of the artists it repreevent to get him noticed by the masses. This sents. Part of the Spotted Peccary artist senew-found fame inevitably meant along wait nes, When Thunder Sleeps is a compilation before we would hear any new music from album containing seventeen tracks from eight him. The waiting is now over, artists. Recorded live at the Taj Mahal in India "Stormchaser," from the album Between and the Forbidden City in China, it took Green and Blueby DavidHelpling opens the Yanni over two years to organize his latest doorway into the world of Spotted Peccary monumental undertaking, Tribute. For long- Music-and what a standout this piece is! time Yanni fans, some of the new music may Sweeping synth pads augment the melody take some getting used to. It's different than heard in the piano. Interestingly, this instruhis past music in that he's added vocals to mentation seems to merely complement the many of the pieces. With the exception of a compelling and somewhat hypnotic percussong entitled "Love isAl1," which does have sion that strikes me as the centerpiece of the lyrics, the vocals in most cases are treated cut. simply as another inst¡ument. Greg Klamt, whose music is a blend of Tribute's most outstanding feature is the progressive-electronic and neo-classical, first track, "Deliverance." Though it con- makes his first entry with "Floatio" from the tains vocals, it is reminiscent of theYanni of album Fulcru¡m. Another piece with strong old. "Deliverance" opens withYanni's trade- percussion, "Floatio" display's Greg's expert mark sampled bouzouki, setting the tone for ability to slowly build a piece from fairly siman upbeat eastern flavored piece written as a plistic into a rousing crescendo. Sort of a tribute to the Taj. controlled way to increase your heart rate. Two cuts, "Adagio in C Minor" and "Trib- Who needs exercise? ute," contain a noticeable classical influence. Spotted Peccary's artists seem to excel at Though this influence has shown in Yanni's neo-classicism. One of the contributions music before, it's never been as prominent from Jon Jenkins'and Paul Lackey's Conas it is in these two pieces. In fact, near the tinuumrelease, "Behind the Mask" is one of end of "Tribute," as conductor Armen the finest examples of the neo-classical style Anassian is featured on violin, you'd swear on When Thunder Sleeps. Flowing strings you were listening to Vivaldi if you didn't and perfectly placed percussion carries the know better, listener off to an alternative reality, Two of the eleven tracks, "Dance With a Another outstanding example of this style Stranger" and "Niki Nana," are live record- is found in "Prelude to Rising Land" from ings of cuts originally released on Yanni's the album Mysterious Motions of Memory 1989 album, Niki Nana. With the addition by John Flomer's Primal Cinema. John's inof a didgeridoo not found in the original re- teresting changes in rhythm, time signature cording, "Niki Nana'' is the only piece in and tempo throughout the piece make it fa¡ which the orchestra cuts out and the band from predictable and ajoy to listen to. takes over. It's also the only cut where you'll Though it's too short, one of my favorites hear crowd noise, an element which was re- is "The Hunt" from Nat Far From a Distant moved from the rest of the live tracks. Sun by Brain Laughter II. While it is proBeing so used to Yanni's primarily instru- gressive-electronic, ethnic percussion and a mental music of the past, the vocals on this digeridoo give it an almost tribal feel. release really caUght me off guard at first lVith "Nymphea (Water Lillies)" and even though they are in most cases treated "Midnight" by Deborah Martin from Under like an instrumelt. As any artist grows, the Moon, it's hard to imagine coming away changes in their niusic. are inevitable, and unimpressed by her display of simple beauty.



A fusion of neo-classical and



space music, this stuff is gorgeous! If your tastes lean more toward the ambient-atmospheric, J. Arif Verner's süeam of consciousness style will undoubtedly impress you. If it's more of a folksy feel you desire, Bruce FitzSimmons' acoustic guitar



and does them all with flair and style. It's nothing spectacular, but more than satisfying enough for my tastes. website: http : l/members.øol.comlmj sørno/



Pagel'html



-



B'l



Binkelman -



WINTER Michael Gettel Narada Equinox (1997) Genre: New Acoustic/Pop



Time: 65:00



on "Tamalpais" from Russi an River Serenaàe will be more up your alley.



WINDOW ON THE WEST If you're unfamiliar with the artists on David Bach



Spotted Peccary, this is a great place to start.



Look out, though! You justmay need the entire catalog when you're done listening. contact: http : //www. spottedpeccary.com - Judy Markworth -



\ryHITE OWL John Pedersen



SessionArtists (1997) Genre: Electronic popljazz Time: 45:22



Integrity Music (1995) Genre: Jazzfusion Time: 4I:42



where he collected special memories of winWindow On The West is a fairly jazzy ter. Now living in Seattle where snow is an record, so to speak. I say that now because I'm sure some people just don't like sax or funky rhythms or the light play of ivories with a stlong back beat. I suppose that some might wonder what that kind of recording is doing in amagazine like this. Well, the music scene boundaries are becoming harder and harder to differentiate, in my opinion.



David Bach's recording came into my hands and I have to be honest and tell you that it's a fine release. It's not space music or ambient music or even particularly electronic (although there are synths on the album). But it is full of energy and imagination and pasmusically thematic than one might expect but sion-it's music thatsays something. Forme, it still holds together remarkably well, ow- that's enough to merit a positive review from ing to John's keyboard skills. It has more of yours truly. "After the Fire" starts the recording off apopljazz feel than label-mate (and accompanist) Mark Sarno's CD, Passages Through with some hard core funky bottom, swirling and Beyond, which can either be seen as bad synths, smoky sax, all brought together by David's oh-so-tasty piano licks. Nice! "Inor good, depending on your inclination. The title song has a catchy refrain played digo Twighlight" [sic] has a touch of mysout on synth wood flute and the song is an- tery to it in the beginning along with some chored by mid tempo percussion and drum- more of that late night sax and some adroit ming. V/hether you will think that the Na- finger picking on acoustic guitar (courtesy tive American fable elements have been co- of Stan Whitaker?). There are a host of acopted will depend on your politics, I suppose. companists on Window On The Wesl (drums, But the music stands well on its own as a bass, guitars, sax, flute) and all of them comport themselves skillfully, nice collection of tunes. An album high point is on "Joy's'Way" Not everything here is rooted in pop music esthetics. "Enchanted" is much more of which is very subdued and introspective, an electronic music piece, marred only being mostly piano with subtle percussive slightly by artihcial drum pads and a cadence and keyboard elements in the mix. "The to the rhythm that I didn't care for-rlnlLil it Riddle" has some exotic rhythms and a swung into a faster tempo mode, The abrupt strong bass presence which made me think change may jar some listeners but I was of a Patrick O'Hearn song for some reason grateful for it. "Essence of Spring" likewise (albeit one with a sax and positively stingis more of a classic "new age music" piece ing electric guitar run). The title cut uses than others here, as is "Free Flight" although Native American flute, piano, and guitar to there is a characteristic lightness (as in non- produce a mid tempo number jazz hybnd pretentiousness) sound to John's music. number. Diverse elements to be sure but it Recordings like White OwI are hard to works nicely. As the recording winds down, some of the describebecause unlike other subgenres, this kind of accessible music that strays between music becomes very piano-oriented and even pop,jazz, electronic, and classic new age is impressionistic, if not minimalistic ("Moonvery difficult to pin down. A musician once light'). While I didn't ca¡e for everything chided me for saying his music was "pleas- here (e.g. "Above and Beyond" has an elecant" but I can't think of a better word for tric guitar passage thatjust didn't seem to fit music like this. It's not music designed to well), overall, David and his crew have get you heart beating faster and it's not medi- turned out a fine recording that offers jazzl tative. It's instrumental entertainment. That fusion fans a lot to hear. term does not diminish it in my eyes. Hell, I contact: bøch @ charm. net want music to entertain me sometimes. web site : http : /lw w w. b :"!{rf f That's something that White OwIdoes. It's a recording that wears more than a few hats White Owl is



a



On his latest release, Winter, Michael Gettel gives us a collection of twelve songs for solo piano and ensemble. Six of these pieces have appeared on previous releases while the other six a.re new compositions. Michael grew up in the Colorado Rockies



well-done blend of genres



(electronic, popljazz, new age, and even some Native American elements) by John Pedersen, keyboardist and percussionist. Centered around the fable of the rWhite Owl, this is a musical collage of sorts that is less



uncommon occurrence, he states, "..,this music and my imagination have to suffice for a 'real' winter." In the liner notes, he speaks of walking in the newly fallen snow by the light of a lantern with his dad and brother. "Lantern in the Dark," a piece for solo piano, beautifully portrays this image. The title track, "'Winter," also solo piano, is a simple.yet beautiful piece whose flowing arpeggios conjure up images of gently falling snow. On "When All is Quiet," Michael incorporates his soothing vocals into a piece for piano and synthesizer. It ends with four bars of "Silent Night." This past Christmas Eve in Milwaukee, we received a heavy snowfall. For a few moments, I stood outside and listened to the distinct sound of silence that a



new snowfall brings, For me, "When



All is



Quiet" is an audible representation of that



unique sound. Michael's music in general is what I like to call "comfort music." He has a gift for making the listener feel that all is right with the world even in the midst of chaos. His music can be compared to that of Wayne GraÍz and, due to the appearance of Nancy Rumbel's distinct oboe on "Shelter," a comparison to Tingstad and Rumbel is inevitable. Ifyou've never lived where snow falls, all



I can say is that I'm tenibly sorry because



it



is indeed beautiful. However, Gettel's Wi¡¿ter may spark your imagination enough to see what you're missing, Michael's music Online: http:// w
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Within



Eirik Lie Visuell Musikk (1996) Genre: Dark ambient/minimalist Time: 67 minutes



Fish N' Brook Records (1996) Genre: Minimalism/electro - acoustic Time:50:Û4 Within is the duo of Troy Dilley on guitars and Lisa Cardinali on piano and keyboa¡ds and their eponymous recording is a wonderful surprise. The melding of Troy's guitar with Lisa's keyboards provides many moments of awesome beauty. This CD arrived with a sticker on it which read, "WARNING: This music may be too relaxing" (or words to that effect). That statement is very misleading because



oflfoundWithin



to be much more deeply textured than your standard relaxation music. The album opener, "Mission" is a moder-



ate tempo song, tinged with menace and



mystery, in which Troy's acoustic guitar plays a cat and mouse game with Lisa's piano. Very nice! The next song, "Spire" is also a gem-and it shows a pattern that will develop throughout the recording. Within has an edge to it. It's not just music to relax you.



Representing Eirik's work over the last decade and ahalf with compositions for the-



beautiful.



Don't get me wrong-this is not a morose



atre, installations and video, 12 Bilder is album. The music is more thought provokmusic of magnificent soundscapes, detailed ing than depressing and there's a couple of surprises. "Tananarivo? - Atacama!" features minutae and melancholy puppets. Right from the opening bass note and funk bass and jazz soloing keyboards remitrumpet fanfare of "Hugin and Mugin" there niscent of mid '70s Weather Report. While is a clarity in the arrangements and produc- the mellow jazz sound of "Juni" reminds me of Thijs Van Leer's (ex-Focus) more laid tion which is a pleasure to hear. I'd call his style minimalist in that at most back solo work. If you're looking for a good album to there's no more than five sounds being used at any one time. But it's when Eirik creates counter balance the more pop-orientated rejust two or three sounds on guitar or ARP leases of late, this is the one. Axxe synth (usually with no overdubs), that contact: eirikli@ notøm.uio. no you hear music you wouldn't like to meet w ebsite:http: /lwww.sn.no/ - eiriklie/ on a moonless night. "Dystopia," for in- Vßual.html - Neil Leacy stance, would not feel out of place on any Sombient Drone compilation. A low, rotating hum hypnotizes the listener as spine-tin- Looking Íor CDs mentioned in this issue? gling sounds create an unnerving scene of a As always, Wind andWire encourages you Utopia gone wrong. Contemporary music to support your independent retailer. doesn't get much darker than this. Vy'e endorse the following national mail Other favourites include "Siden Tideness Morgen..." once again using the ARP Axxe order firms: to paint a haunting picture of a cold and Backroads Distributors empty wilderness, waiting for the breaking 1-800-761-4748 warmth of life. Three plucked notes, slowly Dark Star Music



This song actually has moments where I hear Tim Story in the piano refrain. If you know me, you also know that's high praise indeed. As I said, the feeling of foreboding or mystery that permeates this recording comes totally out of left field. Without going into too much detail, after reading the liner notes, I was expecting this CD to be more like 2002's repeated, accompany



latest syrupy recording. But Troy's light touch on the guitar and Lisa's dead-on layering of keyboards makes Within areal pleasure from start to finish. I couldn't tell you my favorites on this CD if I tried. "Blue Eternum" is a wonder, as is "Nocturne." There are times when I would almost call this minimalism (there's that Tim Story analogy again). While every song has subtle differences, this is one ofthoserecordings that plays through very well as the music has a certain continuity to it. The overwhelming aspect, again and again, is how well these two musicians play together. This kind of symmetry is rare and the blending of guitar with piano and keyboards is natural and unforced. I don'tknow if Within is relaxing. Itis very personal and reflective music that stands on its own as a unique and forthright musical statement. It won't make you want to get up and dance, but it may strike chords deep inside you that take you to places of shadow and mystery. It's a startlingly beautiful CD. I hope to hear more from these two.



thoughts of a "Lonesome Prince" as his melancholy swirls on the muted tone of a trumpet. And "Icicles" is breathtaking in it's simplicity, evoking the sharpness of a cold winters day. Senses heightened, you hear the crackle of melting stalactites as a wash of chords carries your misty breath away, Quite



the achingly sad 1-800-306-9030
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Listening to the Past



five sections. The music is extremely dark and ambient.



In order to suggest the vast



expansg ofouter space, the sounds are more sparse than those used in his other albums, The first section, "Sol Om On," opens with



DORIE LING David Pa¡sons FortunaRecords (1992) David Parsons has become well known for his ability to combine modern Western electronic sounds with the styling of ancientEastern music. Several ofhis releases, including Himølaya and Yatra (sonic explorations of



a gong-like vibration, then proceeds with rumbling noises for about four minutes. This leads into the twenty-five minute "Aldebaran of the Hyades." Essentially, this consists of a whooshing sound streaking al-



a sudden, unexpected key



change-or



a



gentle melody lulls you into a false sense of security before loud, dramatically changing rhythms explode in your face. This is music that's hard to categonze. On the sleeve notes John says "I am not a minimalist. On the contrary, life is so subtly complex and multi-layered that if I had to assign it to a musical genre I would



call it baroque." Not only is this music ternately in the left and right channel. A itself subtle, complex and multi-layered, sound like a gas flame igniting, along with it's also adventurous, exploring places you other electronic effects, appears periodically wouldn't expect to go-but I'm glad it the Tibetan mountain region and Tibetan to prevent monotony. This is probably de- took me there. countryside, respectively) show his mastery - Neil Leacy signed to give one the impression of travelof this unique style. Dorje Ling, however, ing a great distance. I felt as if I was being remains my personal favorite from him. This pulled towards a location against my will. For further information contact John at album seems more influenced by the Tibetan "Dark Companion" is the central section [email protected] monastery lifestyle and its music. Even and is almost fifteen minutes long. The though, music-wise the two styles are quite previous



different, David Pa¡sons somehow manages to combine it and create a thoroughly enchanting album. The opening track, "Tantra," is quite active, composed of an exotic, almost ceremonial Eastern rhythm interspersed with the low chants that appear throughout the album and synthesizer bell pads. The next song, "Tsaparang," quiets down with slow synth pads, textures, and exotic little elements appearing here and there-a very relaxing piece. "Lahaul Valley" certainly gives an impression of a valley, with low synth tones and chanting, which sets an almost cavern-like



feel. "DorjeLing" is nice, composed of many bell-like washes and synthpads with abuilding monk chant. The final song, "l(2," is a nice, slow uplifting synth pad number that ends the album on a positive note.



Song-wise, I feel that Dorje Ling does a good job in capturing the sound of the Far East. The style that he uses is very distinctive and combines the Western and Eastern



world in a way few other artists can. The synthesizerprogramming is excellent and the



production is very well done. Unfortunately, the Fortuna album packaging doesn't dojus-



streaking sounds of the section fade, and we hear alow male "ooooo-ahhhh." This WEST OFTIIE GALAXY begins quietly but increases in volume, as if Geodesium one is finally nearing whatever destination Loch Ness Productions (1987) is intended, The twenty-five minute "Metastatic ResoOne of the standards I use to judge music nance" is more abstract and varied than the is how well it holds up over time. If I put a rest of the sections. It contains wind, gur- CD on for the first time in a while and it still gling, mechanical humming and buzzing sounds fresh, I know I have a winner. That's sounds. We're now wiûressing something we my reaction to revisiting Geodesium's recannot describe. cording West of the Galaxy. A1987 release, Finally, "Dog Star Descends" reintroduces West of the Galary is as vital and richly enthe gong-like vibration from the first section joyable a recording of space music as ever. to give the entire composition symmetry, and Mark Petersen (aka Geodesium) makes muit only lasts six minutes, sic that wears very well and this CD shows Ambient music, especially the darker va- that fact to good effect. riety, is difficult to do well without becomThe CD opens with "The GrandTour" and ing monotonous orboring, butLustmord cre- its slowly pulsing bass notes and shimmerates a work that is compelling, even if it is ing synths, This is followed by ahyper-space depressing. The mood it creates in me is one cruiser, "Zephyr," with whooshing effects, of exfteme loneliness, unlike the sense of awe wonderfully done plucked-harp synths, and and wonder I felt in Steve Roach's brilliant ferocious drum pads. These two cuts exemThe Møgnificent Void.If you want to take a plify the duality of West of the Galaxy, i.e. walk on the dark side, I highly recommend the presence of deep space drifts and high this. Just make sure you have some Jonn velocity cruisers. Notmany musicians thatl Serrie on standby to give you a desperately know of are as comfortable with both styles needed emotional lift afterwards. as Ma¡k is. Jonn Serrie comes to mind, but



-David Hassell



tice to the album, but it's what is inside that



-



washes, instead concentrating more on notes and chords.



counts. For those of you fascinated either by ex-



WIRE WE HERE otic chanting or by atmospheric textures, John Greenland Parson's album is well worth picking up. It's Kultur Kamps (1992) got a good bit of both.



- Chad Gould -



THE PLACE WHERE THE BLACK STARS HANG Lustmord Side Effects (1994)



Mark does not use the same long synth



Bought on the recommendation of a message posted to the rec.music.newage newsgroup, I can best describe this as an hour of music to test your hi-fi as well as your listening powers. The depth, quality and variety of sounds and instruments used make it one of the best-produced releases



I've ever heard.



The first time I ever heard anything from I have to admit it took four or five B. Lustmord was Stalker, his collaboration listenings for me to really begin to appreciwith Robert Rich. It's a dark, ambient album ate John's music. Mind you, that perseverthat's quite a change for Robert Rich, so I ance has paid off. I still count this as one of was curious about Lustmord's normal style. the most exciting albums ever to grace my Finding his solo CDs has taken some work, CD player! but I've finally been able to purchase llerEvery piece is like a miniature esy and The Place Where the Black Stars soundtrack taking the moods and settings Hang. of a feature- length film and compressing The Place Where the Black Stars Hang is them into six minutes of wonder. Sounds a single 75-minute composition divided into swoop and rise while tension is created by



Interestingly, Mark and Jonn are two of the premier composers of music for planetari-



ums. That should certainly tell you something about the mood Mark's music conveys. You'll hear this it in "The Ocean of Space"



with its gently rotating melodies, "Sky



Flight" with percolating rhythms and breezy synth flute, or the sixteen-minute title cut, a wonderful visit to deep space with slow bass rhythms, languid synth bass flutes, and shimmering synth effects.



Despite this recording's release date of I don't know if you will find much better space music being recorded today. West of the Galaxy is not da¡k or mysterious, but warm and friendly. For lovers of more melodic (but not neo-romantic) and 1987,



cheerful space music, I recommend it highly. Bill Binkelman -
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